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INTRODUCTION
How Like a Tree
Is Man’s Pursuit of Truth,
Rising From the Darkness
And Seeking The Light
Through a Thousand Branches,
Yet A11 As one,
Inclinng Toward The Sun.
—-JAMES CARON
 
Page Three  
  Page Four  
REV. EDWARD J. HARTMANN, C.S.B.
tht memoriam
The death of Father Hartmann was unexpected and sudden.
He had gone about his work during the day, and in the evening had
left for Detroit to attend a Veteran’s dinner and reunion after which
he planned to go to the parish assigned him for Sunday Masses. He
mistook the first pains of a coronary thrombosis for indigestion,
and instead of going on to his Sunday work, he deemed it advisable
to rest a bit, and then return to Windsor. While he was being driven
back, his condition became worse and in the early minutes of Sun-
day, April 28th death claimed him.
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 ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY 
 Everyone Is Talented
There is a bewildering diversity of talent in
every country, in every city, even in every sizable
family circle. Those who are less gifted have no
reason to be envious of others better endowed be—
cause an all—wise Providence knows what is best
for each and balances the score perfectly by the
yard-stick: “To whomsoever much hath been given,
of him shall much be required.” (Luke XII, 48).
There can be no quarrel with the trend to provide
special classes and opportunities for the highly
talented but how often do we see mediocre or even
small talents steadily applied to a good cause pro—
duce far more fruit than sparkling talents left idle
or divorced from life’s true purpose, the glory of
God. In the Parable of the Talents, note well, it
was not the one who had received the five or the
two talents who incurred the Master’s anger but
the servant who had received only one talent (Matt,
, XXV, 24), and instead of using it to good purpose,
[I a ’ buried it. He is branded a “wicked and slothful
‘ servant” and cast “into the exterior darkness”
The Chancellor symbolic of perdition. Genius being the exceptionMOST REV J C CODY D D L L D BISHOP OF LONDON rather than the rule, our country must depend most
of all upon its unsung heroes—the rank and file.
In our course of studies and all through our lives,
may we by God’s grace bear in mind that it is not
how much talent we have but how well we use it
that decides our entry and place in the heavenly
hall of fame.
Devotedly yours in Christ,
Most Rev. C. Cody, D.D., L.L.D.,
Bishop of London.
President’s Message
My Dear Students:
The development at Assumption University,
which you can notice in almost every corner of the
place, is smilar to a development on all University The Vice-Chancellor and President
campuses. Your elders are making every sacrifice REV. E. C. LeBEL, C.S.B., M.A., CD.
to provide adequate staff and facilities to give you
every opportunity to develop into an educated
person.
In the days that lie ahead the problems of our
complex world will be in your hands. Yours will
be the responsibilities which lie so heavily on the
shoulders of the men of today. To meet this chal-
lenge you must be thoroughly equipped intellectually
and morally.
May each one of you accept the burden of being
serious students today so that you may be the right
kind of leaders tomorrow.
God bless you.
VERY REV. E. C. LeBEL, C.S.B.
President
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REV. E. J. LAJEUNESSE,
C.S.B., M.A.
Vice President and Principal
University College
Professor of French
   
VERY REV. G. OWENS,
C.Ss.R‘, S.T.L.
Principal, Holy Redemmer College
Professor of Theology
  
SISTER ALOYSIUS MARY, S.N.J.M., B.Ph., M.A., B.S.L.
Principal and Dean of Women, Holy Names College
Assistant Professor of English
REV. R. RAYSON, M.A., D.D.
Principal, Canterbury College
DR. FRA K DeMARCO,
M.C.I.C., PhD.
Staff Chairman, Essex College
Professor of Chemistry
     
REV. N. J. RUTH, C.S.B., MA.
The Dean of Arts and Science
Professor of Physics
REV. R. G. MILLER, C.S.B., Ph.D.
The Dean of Men
Associate Professor of Philosophy
REV. E. A. ROBERTS, C.S.B., BA.
The Treasurer
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REV. P. J. SWAN, C.S.B., Ph.D.
The Registrar
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
REV. FRANK RUTH, C.S.B., BA.
The Comptroller
REV. D. J. FAUGHT, C.S.B., MA.
University Chaplin
Professor of Mathematics
  
   
   
  
  
1"»,
FLORENCE M. ROACH, ELEANOR BARTEAUX HADDOW,
R.R.C., B.S., R.N., R.R.L. B.A., B.S.L.
Dean of Nursing Education The Librarian
 
   
  
« MRS. ROY PERRY, M.A.
Technical Advisor to Publications
 
BARBARA H. BIRCH, M.A.
Assistant Registrar
 
  
ROJER J. SCHIFFERLI, B.A. MR- DAVID M- THOMPSON
Secretary-Treasurer, Alumni Association D“ecmr Of Placement
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Rev. A. J. Grant, C.S.B., M.A.,
Professor of Biology
Dr. W. G. Benedict, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor, Biology
Mr. R. J. Doyle, M.S., .
Assistant Professor, Blology
Sr. Michael Mary, S.N.J.M., B.A.,
Lecturer in Biology
Miss Marie Moss, M.Sc.,
Assistant Professor, Biology
Mr. M. L. Petras, M.S.,
Lecturer in Biology
Dr. G. R. Horne, Ph.D.,
Professor of Business
Administration
Mr. R. E. Duval, M.B.A.,
Assistant Professor of Business
Administration
Mr. J. B. Gertz, M.B.A.,
Assistant Professor of Business
Administration
Mrs. N. J. Surbeck, M.A.,
Lecturer in Business
Administration
Mr. M. Zin, M.B.A.,
Lecturer in Business
Administration
Dr. M. Adelman, Ph.D., .
Professor of Chemistry
Mr. S. G. Beneteau, B.Sc.,
Instructor in Chemistry
Fr. G. Kosicki, C.S.B., M.S.,
Lecturer in Chemistry
Mr. R. Thibert, M.S.,
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry
Dr. W. G. Phillips, Ph.D.,
Professor of Economics and
Political Science
Mr. W. S. White, M.A.,
Lecturer in Economics and
Political Science
Fr. J. Callaghan, C.S.B., M.A.,
Lecturer in Economics and
Political Science
Dr. T. S. Wu, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor,
Engineering
Mr. R. Billinghurst, M.A.,
Assistant Professor,
Engineering
Mr. C. H. Montrose, B.Sc.,
Lecturer in Engineering
Fr. C. P. Crowley, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Professor of English
Fr. R. J. Madden, C.S.B., M.A.,
Lecturer in English
Dr. M. J. Manley, Ph.D., '
Associate Professor, English
Fr. J. S. Murphy, C.S.B., M.A.,
Assistant Professor, English
 
Fr. E. C. Pappert, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor, English
Mr. H. Plante, M.A.,
Lecturer in English
Fr. D. Mulvihill, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Professor of History
Fr. F. Boland, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor, History
Dr. C. M. Swan, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor, History
Dr. H. Eliopoulous, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor,
Mathematics
Fr. W. Nigh, C.S.B., M.A.,
Assistant Professor,
Mathematics
Dr. E. Zakon, Ph.D.,
Lecturer in Mathematics
Dr. A. Thibault, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor, Modern
Languages
Fr. C. Drouillard, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professer, Modern
Languages
Sr. Pauline, S.N.J.M., M.A.,
Assistant Professor, Modern
Languages
Fr. R. Pazik, C.S.B., M.A.,
Lecturer in Modern Languages
Fr. E. C. Garvey, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Professor of Philosophy
Mr. P. Flood, M.A.,
Assistant Professor, Philosophy
Mr. J. Deck, M. A.,
Assistant Professor, Philosophy A;
Dr. R. A. Aziz, Ph.D., .
Assistant Professor, Phy51cs
Dr. G. Duwalo, Ph.D.,
Lecturer in Physics
 
Mr. J. Hushilt, M.A.,
Lecturer in Physics
Mr. R. Koenig, M.Sc.,
Lecturer in Physics
Brother R. Phillip, F.S.C., Ph.D.,
Professor of Psychology
Fr. E. C. Fehr, C.S.B., M.A.,
Assistant Professor, Psychology
Fr. T. McGouey, C.S.B., B.A.,
Lecturer in Psychology
Mrs. A. Mann, M.A.,
Instructor in Psychology
Fr. M. Record, C.S.B., M.A.,
Associate Professor of
Psychology
Fr. L. McCann, C.S.B., S.T.L.,
Professor of Theology
Fr. E. Crowley, C.Ss.R., S.S.L.,
Associate Professor, Theology
Fr. J. Hussey, C.S.B., M.A.,
Professor of Classics
 
Mr. I. Galantic, (Diploma,
Professor d’Art),
Instructor in Fine Arts
Mr. P. Vandal], B.A.,
Instructor in Geography
Fr. A. Weiler, C.S.B., B.A.,
Lecturer in Geology, Modern
Languages
Most Rev. C. Nelligan, B.A., D.D.,
Associate Professor History
and Modern Languages
Mrs. V. W. Leach, L.C.M., M.A.,
Instructor in Music
Miss M. C. Shaver, B.Sc.N.,
Instructor in Public Health
Nursing
Mr. V. Chrypinski, M.A.,
Lecturer in Political Science,
Mr. R. Helling, M.A.,
Lecturer in Soaiology
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WILLIAM ADAMIC
Windsor, Ontario
BRIAN BEACH
Windsor, Ontario
   
HARRY BLUMENFELD
Windsor, Ontario
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MARY-CATHERINE
ALDRIDGE
Toronto, Ontario
RENO BERTOIA
Windsor, Ontario
   
ROBERT BOUTELLIER
Windsor, Ontario
   
RICHARD ALLARD, C.S.B.
Syracuse, New York
 
DONALD BIERS
Dearborn, Michigan
  
PETER BOWERS
Toronto, Ontario
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 Mace is Symbol of the University’s Authority
 
   A
MARIE CLAIRE BRISBOIS
Windsor, Ontario
EDWARD CALDWELL
Syracuse, New York
5,
REV. FRANK CASEY, C.Ss.R.
Windsor, Ontario
 
  
  
 
WILLIAM E. BURGIS
Windsor, Ontario
REV. THOMAS
CALLAGHAN, C.Ss.R.
Windsor, Ontario
HAROLD CRAWFORD
LaSalle, Ontario
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The Academic Procession JOHN DANESI GEORGE F. DICKSON
Port Credit, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
    
  
  _ A . I
MARIO DiSALLE JACK DUGGAN ROBERT DUGGAN, C.S.B. ALFRED DUPONTCopper Cliff, Ontario Toronto, Ontario Detroit, Michigan Temiskamingue, Quebec
GERALD FOURNIER KENNETH FOYSTER GERALD FREEDWindsor, Ontario Hamilton, Ontario
4
Rev. JOHN GRIFFIN, C.Ss.R.
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
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JOHN RYAN HIGGINS ALEX HOFFMAN JOHN HOOL JAMES JOHANSONSt. John, New Brunswick Windsor, Ontario Gagetown, Michigan Windsor, Ontario
 
ROBERT KEFGEN DAVID KELLY, C.S.B. PATRICK KELLY, C.S.B.
Detroit, Michigan Rochester, New York Amherstburg, Ontario
RAY KOSI
Windsor, Ontario
MICHAEL LAVELLE ALBERT LUGLI.
Toronto, Ontario Copper Cllff, Ontal‘lo
Convocation Ceremonies
Page Seventeen
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JAMES McALLISTER EVELYN McLEAN
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
 
JOANNE McNAB WARREN MORGAN
Toronto, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
 
Springtime in the Winter
 
      
MARY MURRAY FRANCES O’CONNOR ERWIN PARENT MORLEY PATTISON
Hamilton, Ontario Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
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WILLIAM PEGLER FREDERICK PHILCHUK PASCAL PIGNAL RAYMOND PRIMEAU
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
«m ,
  
 
WILMA PURVIS GEORGE REGULY PAUL RENAUD JOHN SCHWANNEKE
Belle River, Ontario Fort William, Ontario Kitchener, Ontario Detroit, Michigan
  
All
   » 
STEVEN SLAVIK GARTH SMITH I think that I shall never see, a building as lovely as a tree
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
Page Nineteen
   
 
MICHAEL SPANG RONALD STAUTH
Rochester, New York Toronto, Ontario
  
   
   
  
    
End of a perfect day at Essex College SHIRLEY STOLARCHUK ROBERT VITALI
Windsor, Ontario Sudbury, Ontario
HUGH WILDE PATRICK YOUNG JOSEPH ZELICSKOVICS
Winnipeg, Manitoba Brampton, Ontario Welland, Ontario
  «‘
ALLAN HOUSTON
Windsor, Ontario
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 ALEXANDER AITKEN
Windsor, Ontario
   
   
MARGARET BROWN
Windsor, Ontario
GERALD CRONIN
Espanola, Ontario
 
GERRY ALEXIS
Windsor, Ontario
   
STANLEY CASSIN
Corunna, Ontario
WILLIAM DOUGLAS
Merlin, Ontario
 
DONALD BERNACHI
Riverside, Ontario
GABRIEL COUREY
Tilbury, Ontario
PETER DUNN
Windsor, Ontario
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Page Twenty-one
  
  
    DAVID EATON JAMES GAUNT, C.S.B. CLARKE GROLEAU EDWARD GUT
Hamilton, Ontario
St, John‘s, Newfoundland Detroit, Michigan Windsor, Ontario
 
ALLEN KEELE HERBERT KORNELSEN
Kingsville, Ontario Wheatley, Ontario       The demand curve is elastic
JOSEPH KROMER KENNETH LAUZON
Greenock, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
Page Twenty-two
     
GERALD LEVINE FRANCIS LUKACS
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
 
NEIL MacEWAN ANNE MARTIN An Afternoon Lab
Windsor, Ontario Vermillion, Alberta
  
     JOSEPH MASCARIN BRIAN MOAR ORVAL MONFORTON JOHN MONGENAISWindsor, Ontario Cornwall, Ontario RiverCanard, Ontario Windsor, OntarioPage Twenty-three
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EDWARD MULARCHYK JOHN MURRAY JOSEPH MURRAY CHARLES NEILSON
Windsor, Ontario Hamilton, Ontario Dublin, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
   
   
   
WILFRED JOSEPH OAKES RAPHAEL OTTENBRITE LEON PAROIAN
NEIDERRE'ITEER Sarnia, Ontario Whitby, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
Berkley, Michlgan
 
  
MIECZYSLAW PAWLIK JOHN PEARSON Will it React?
Windsor, Ontario Chatham, Ontario
Page Twenty—four  
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PAUL PENNINGTON RONALD PFAFF
Windsor, Ontario Windsor, Ontario
   
  
     
   
 
NILLO PICCININ BOGDAN POPOVIC
Windsor, Ontario Riverside, Ontario
 
Friday is a great day.
 
JOHN ROSS EDWARD SABGA ROSEMARY SIKICHCRAIG PUNCHARD . . . . .
Kingsville, Ontario Port of Spain, Trinidad Windsor,
Ontario
Windsor, Ontario
Page Twenty-five
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JOHN SMITH
Windsor, Ontario
  
  
  y,   HARVEY SILVER
WILLIAM STEPHAN
Windsor, Ontario
Rochester, New York
THOMAS TIERNAN
Chatanooga, Tennessee
  
  
 a Ix)
JOHN VAN RAAY
Chatham, Ontario
FRANCIS TRUTWIN
Hamilton, Ontario
ALLAN TROTHEN
Windsor, Ontario RICHETTO VALENTINI
Copper Cliff, Ontario
     
ARTHUR WEILER
Formosa, Ontario
 
JOHN VERHOEVEN
RALPH WATERS
Simcoe, Ontario
Kingsville, Ontario
GARY WINTERMUTE
Windsor, Ontario
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ESSEX COLLEGE
PATRICIA CAVE
Windsor, Ontario
Diploma
  
-<
ELIZABETH GRAY
Amherstburg, Ontario
Diploma
 
JENNIFER BENZA
Windsor, Ontario
Diploma
u.—
SISTER ST. CUTHBERT
Pembroke, Ontario
 
ANN BRICK
Riverside, Ontario
Diploma
 
SISTER
ELIZABETH GRACE
London, Ontario
Working together is fun.
LETITIA BURKE
Chatham, Ontario
 
S UZANNE GEML
Windsor, Ontario
Diploma
Page Twenty—seven   
  
  
 
   
DONNA HARRISON JULIA LEITAO
Windsor, Ontario Toronto, Ontario
Diploma
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KATHERINE M CDONNELL TERESA MALONE
Nursing Education Class
Toronto, Ontario Hamilton, Ontario
Diploma Diploma
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BARBARA O’DONOGHUE JOANNE PUNCH OLGA SMUCZOKI MURIEL STEWARTSt. Catherines, Ontario Sudbury, Ontario Windsor, Ontario Marysville, New BrunswickDiploma Diploma Diploma Diploma
Page Twenty—eight 
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The New Library
PRELIMINARY YEAR ARTS
 
Serry Baker
Carl Bernoske
Clare Blonde
Paul Bondy
Frank
Brokenshire
Paul Burry
Jerry Cahill
/ 2%
§
§r
Gerald
Cunningham
George Dennis
Tom Dettman
Marie Distefan
Ed Dixon
Gail Duquette
Paul Fairhurst
Page Thirty
E  
 Lou-Ann Fonfara
Terence Furlong
Ken Gainer
Angela Gervais
deLancy Gillier
Glen Girard
Leo Girard
Jim Graham
Rosemary
Gnesmger
 
Gene Grondin
Yu Hanson
David Harris
Li Hong Loke
Patricia Horne
 
Morton Kaplan
 
Jim Kenny
Pat Kohlmeier
Carol Ladouceur
Ron La France
Peter Lee
Larry McChesney
Paul McCool
Sue McHugh
Anne McPharlin
Paul MacDonald
Bill MacMullen
Bruce MacNeil
Sam Manfou
Breen Keenan
David Bib ';
Tom Hanss
Gerry Majic 3
Paul Marcella
Mike Dufour
Frank Burns
Page Thirty—one
 Mel Martin
Ed Masse
George Morgan
Bob Morin
 
John Mussio
A1 Mussio
John Nanni
Pat Nighbor
PRELIMINARY YEAR
Tommy Ng
Terry O’Connell
Richard O’Connor
Varton
OHannessaln
Sheila O’Hara
Jack Olsen
Hugh O’Neill
Joyce Parent
Joe Pastiovich
Helen Pearce
Dave Pennington
Marcel Phaneuf
Roger Poisson
Mickey Pradziad
Clare Quinlan
Robert Rayson
Andre Richard
Fred Roman
 
Lucio Sandrin
John Saunders
Eric Seidel
D’Arcy Sheedy
Ekkehard Simla
Tom Taylor
Page Thirty—two 
ARTS
 
Paul Thompson
Kay Tofflemire
Bill Todd
Mary—Anne Victor
 
Gerry Weale
Leslie Wintonyk
Bob Wood
Nancy Zettlemoyer
 Early Morning Coffee Page Thirty—three     
 
Page Thirty-four
Fall Arrives
 
Linda Atkinson
Harold Barratt
Gail Bondy
Frank Boscariol
 
FIRST 3
Barry Callaghan
James Caron
Howard Branscombe
Leo Brunelle
Fran Chambers
Jack Chambers
 Mary Patricia Clarke
Gary Clarkson
John Cole
John Cooney
Bill Coyle
Connie Curran
Alex Day
Armand DeLuca
Pauline Deslippe
Donna Drew
Don Dupuis
Yvonne Durocher
Bill Eull
Joe Farrah
 
F YEAR ARTS
Hugh Fay
Pete Fera
Carol Fisher
Mary Margaret Fisher
Jim Fontana
Peter Freel
Pat Giesler
Tony Gilbert
Richard Giroux
Malcolm Godin
Jim Gordon
Bonnie Graham
Denis Halliwell
Dorothy Harrison
Mike Hendrick
Terry Henry
George Holovaci
Bill Johnston
Mike Keenan
Terry Kennedy
4
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Page Thirty-five    
Margaret Laidlaw
John Lebel
Joe Lischeron
Phil Lowery
 
Andy Kizik
 
Justin McCarthy
Larry McCormick
Fred McDonald
Margaret MacDonald
Nola McGrady
Pat McHugh
Terry McHugh
Don McKerrow
> Nancy McLean
' David McLewin
Helen MacPherson
Diana Mady
Isabel Massey
5 Dawn Moncrieff
Jackie Moro
Elizabeth Murohy
Ray Niejadlik
Don O’Connell
 
Gerry Olsen
Brian O’Malley
Richard Orczyk
Ron Patrick
Charles Percy
; Joe Pintur  
Page Thirty-six
Henry Poirier
Gerry Potvin
Vic Power
I John Pratt
 
Marv Richman
Jo—Ann Ridley
Mike Roche
' . Bill Roddy
Ron Steers
Don Stone
   
  
Don Timm
Camilla Todesco
Pat Tuite
Phillippos Vacratsis
Lorreta Vadori
Paul Valentine
Ron Wagenberg
Allen Warden
  
Dave Rudkin
Leda Savchetz
Nancy Schrot
Sally Schroth
Charles Smith
Mildred Smuczok
Al Solosky
Ken Solway
  
'3 Bruce Whiteman
Keitha Wylie
Page Thirty-seven
   
 
Bernard Allen Marie Andrecheck Walter Armes Joe Bak Marion Bednarski Steve Blasko Ron Brancheau
 
Mike Caruso
% SECOND]
Janet Cowan
Clair Crowley
Leo Cushing
Carl Dettman
Maurice Daignault
Art Delorenzi
Denis Deneaul
iil Virginia DeRoma
Fred Devriendt
Pete Dragicevich
Mike Drouillard
Kathy Enright
LEO-C ~—
Page Thirty—eight
 
 Al Gatti Roy Giroux Fred Goddard Pat Griffiths Jo-An Halladay Bill Hockey Graeme Hutchinson
  
Karl Ilk
 
l YEAR ARTS
Jim Kennedy
Mary Ann Kennedy
John Keyes
Jack Kirwin  
Mary
Elizabeth Knight
Gerald Kotwas
Joseph Kowalski
Dorothy
Kristinovich
 
  
 Nelson LaPorteJohn LemayPhil LemayGerald Levert lll4-C ~—-O’--—0h! Page Thirty-nine
     A
Helen Lukacs Magdalen Lukacs Gail Lynch John McCabe Norman McCallum Ann McKeown Robert McMahon
 
John Manolis
  
 
A scene which will soon be forgot, when the new library opens in the fall.
Anthony Mariotti
SECONIX:
Denis Marleau Charles Miller Patricia Mohan Gerald Moore Hugh Murray Walter Nicodemo Edward O’Reilly   
Page Forty  
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Patrick O'Reilly Peggy Owens Lou Pennachetti Andrew Pernal John Puscas Norman Rice Marilynne Russell
 
Joseph SanfiIIipo
Patrick Sloan
HEAR ARTS
Robert Stortini Carl Sandra Trovato George Turton Mari White Edward ZemlaTremblay Thomas Turner
Page Forty—one   
 Gene Baggio
Andy Boyd
Jerry Brooks
Ralph Burke
Ed Cameron
Don Bracken
 
Terry Cameron
Pete Cathcart
Cecil Conaghan
G. DeMontrichard
Gary Docherty
FIRST YEAH
Bob Drlicka
Mike Dufour
Mike Fenchak
Mike Ferencik
Marvin Goldin
1 Delmar Horan
Richard Hudgins
Terry Hughes
Mike Hurst
Ed Johnston
Roger Jolie
Bob Keegan
T. Lamantia
Don Lowney
Paul Lundy
Stan Magrath
E
B. Kohlmeier
C. McDonald
Jim McMurray
Mike Mitchell
Farrell Mock
Dave Nantais
Bill Ricciuto
Gene Rizak
Page Forty-two
 
 Don Robertson
Jim Robertson
Roy Santala
Steve Semeniuk
Tom Shonicker
Sol Shulman
Frank Shunock
John Suznevich
Dom Testani
Kwan Yan Yue
  
JCOMMERCE
  It was fascination I know! Page Forty-three   _
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i
Doug Carter
  
  
 
Richard Aubry John Buda Tom Chauvin Jack Chisholm Bernard Cullen
Don Demchuk
Camera shy sociologists intent on learning
Dave Irwin
 
John Dewhirst
Terry Diatchenko
SECOND YEAR
Frank Dietzel
Frank Dumsha
Paul Falardeau
Larry Francoeur
Frank Geml
Ron Gerrard
Stan Gonsalves
Alan Greenwood
Paul Kennedy
Page Forty-four
 Bernard Crest
Letourneau Marv Little Ken Lucier Leo McArthur Maksimowich Bob Mech Terry Mulligan
 
Antonio Navarro
Gerry Zima   The quiet of the residence produces scholarly Seniors.
Bill Neely
Ernest Pare
ill COMMERCE '
Vin Quesnel
Tom Reid
Bill Ross
Bryson Scarff
Don Taylor
Jim Weaver
Richard Woodal
Joe Ziemanski
Lorne Zwaresh 
Page Forty-five
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Jim Bawden
 
Frank Bechard
Sam Bondi
Gisele Butosi
 
l
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~E
Carol Brueggeman
Donald Chu
Roy Eid
Isaac Englebaum
Terence Falk
Frank Fung
Len Gensens
Colin Gosselin
Tony Gregson  
Ho Tung Hui
Page Forty-six
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PRELIMINARY‘
 
Dillon Hall
 
in three dimension.
OF:
 Y YEAR
F SCIENCE
Fred Khoury
 
Emile Lahhoud
Hing Har Lo
Wayne McCutcheon
  
Al Massey
Mary Lou Monaghan ;
David OSelett ‘
Annette Papineau
Connie Peltier
Bill Sehl
 
Bob Simons
George Shunock
Ed Storoniak
 
Chin Chau Tam
Paul Wei  
Residence brings much news and much discussion.
Page Forty-seven  @
      
Co-operation sure makes lab technicians’ work easier!
FIRST YEAR
Tom Dea
Ron Delmas
Steve Dempsey
Laurent Denys
Jochem Diedrich
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SCIENCE
Pete Brett
Roger Campbell
Ed Ciesluk
Tammy Cohoon
Fran Corbett
Mary-Anne Creede
Frank Dupont
Ed Dydo
Beth Elisha
Barry Fegarty
Russell Franklin
Mike Hakem
 Darlene Helferich
Oswin Isaac
Carol Kennedy
Cecilia Ko
Nester Kulich
Leroy Laframboise
Lydia Lapka
Gerry Lefave
Ed Mathes
Dave Maven
Connie Mepham
Stella Merino
Jim Moore
Tom O’Brien
Ed O’Neil
Dianne Pereira
Suzanne Rayzay
Elizabeth Richard
Ed Riddoch
Dan Ryan
Shia Salem
John Sanko
Tom Sempowski
Bob St. Germain
Bill Stoyka
 
Marilyn Talbot
Anita Tarcia
 
A1 Yuzpe
Ken Zade
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Verlie Armstrong   
Ivan Bastien
Glen Bennett
Joe Berecz
3
Don Carom
James Conlon
John Butleri
m
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Sister St. Cuthbert
Jerry Gendler
Sister
Elizabeth Grace
Garf Hemmings
Ron Hoover
Mike Irwin
Ralph Jobin
 
A new brew . .
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 RSCIENCE \
Ted Johnson    
    
    
     
  
Mike Krech
John Labute
Elaine Laframboise
  
Denise Lancop
Ed Marcuz
Joe Molinari
John Mogenais
Kate Moses
Andy Nicholas
 
Tom Recine
Ernie Riedl
Don Sines
Ron Witzel
Tom Wearne
Tried and true.
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 Louis Bontront
Laurence Brennan
Claudio Brunetti
Neil Burgess
Romeo Caza
Charles Defever
Remo DelCol
Joe Filbey
Richard Gazzola
 Page Fifty-two  
Tom Gooding
John Hernandez
Mike Hodut
John Janisse
Yuen-Kam Kan
Wah Cheng Kwan
Louis Lanza
Hubert Lee
Bill Lourette
Fred Lugli
Chung Wang Lui
FIRST YEAH
 Weights and balances.
 Paul MacDonald
Leo McNamara
Brucee MacNeil
Mike Magill
John Miloyevich
George Nickson
Richard Pfaff   Ivan Rodriguez
Lucio Sandrin
Ian Steel
Paul Suwinski
Bing-Yo Tam
 
Kwan Hon Tam
Paul Thompson
Dennis Whelan
Shue Shum Wong
Joe Yau
Hanson Yu
Yuen Fai Yan
Larry Zilli
. and Sputniks too?
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 Hugh Arnowitz
Pat Beatty
Paul Dunseath
Charles Huston
Mikes Jacko
Bruce Jaques 
3
1
g
i
 
Last look at old library’s larder.
SECOND YEAR]
Lloyd Kubis
Frank Bisson
 
Don Lyttle
Hing Yong Lo
George Makra
John Miron
Dave Beach
Garry Potter
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Mike Prince
Bill Pulleyblank
John Sawatsky
Don Sawyer
Don Bbrolla
Steve Semenchuk
There is learning at all levels in Dillon Hall.
RENGINEERING
   Slawek Shorpinske
Walt Sigmund
Nick Stoyshin
Ernie Stutz
Eric Tamm
Ray Wacchaus
George White
Bing Willaughan
‘; Page Fifty—five    
Sitting, left to right: Messrs. J. Walsh, M. Labute, R. Allard, D. Kelly, D. Bormet.
Standing, left to right: Messrs. V. Tremblay, E. Kuntz, L. Roberts, D. Kenna, J. Gaunt, J. Pinsonneault.
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
BASILIAN SCHOLASTICS
Sitting, left to right: Messrs. T. O’Sullivan, P. Horruzey, P. Rybicki, P. Kelly, C. Pare, N. Manherz.
Standing, left to right: Messrs. R. Dionne, A. Bovenzi, C. Belisch, D. O’Neil, B. Powers, K. McKernan.
Page Fifty—six 
 Sitting, left to right: Messrs. A. Sterzer, P. Payer, P. Healey, W. Power.
Standing, left to right: Messrs. G. McNulty, W. Comerford, N. Dust.
HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE
REDEMPTORIST SCHOLASTICS
Sitting, left to right: Messrs. L. Feehan, R. Corriveau, G. Hutchison, M. Blair.
Standing, left to right: Messrs. T. Murray, G. Keindal, J. Mitchell.
Page Fifty—seven
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LAB
TECHNICIANS
Page Fifty-eight
Julie Bertoia
Maritza De Leon
Joanne Demarco
Ivy Frenette
Irene Gyoffry
Moe Kane
Ruby Kouroumalos
Anna Juliao
Elizabeth McLister
Beverly Malach
Ginny Noel
Ruth Quinlan
Claudette Seguin
Fran Sylvestre
Kathy Tiefenback
Anne Walker
 
No time to look up!
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 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Student Administrative Council
Graduation draws near and the time
has come to put our integral education,
acquired here at Assumption, into prac-
tice. It is up to us as citizens of tomorrow
to replace individualism and totalitari-
ansm by a personalistic and communal
civilization grounded on human rights
and satisfying the social aspirations and
needs of man. The rift between the social
claim and the personal claim within man
himself must be removed. Our sense of
 
freedom and responsibility must give us
the courage to take risks and excert
authority for the general welfare and the
respect for the humanity of each in-
dividual person. We must endeavour to
bring to an end the cleavage between re—
ligious inspirations and the secular ac-
tivity in man; the cleavage between work
and the disinterested joy in knowledge
and beauty. We must all work or share
in the burden of the social community
according to our own ability.
I
r
s
E
The task in which we must now en-
gage cannot be minimized. It is a task
of heroic friendship. The common work,
both spiritual and material which we must
all share must be greater than ourselves
 
President of Student Administrative Council . .
Albert Lug“ and to which we must truly give our-
selves for the building of a nation with a
at Christian Civilization.
V, Au Revoir Assumption, —
: but not good-bye.
1 Albert G. Lugli.
STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
Moderator ,
Rev. E. C. Pappert Senior Representative Junior Representative Sohp. Representative Fresh. Representative ’
C.S.B. Bill Stephan Norm Rice Gary Docherty Tam Kwam—Hon
     
         
    
   
  
JOANNE McNAB AL HOUSTON
H.N.U.A. President Minister of
External Affairs
MARY-CATHERINE
ALDRIDGE
Editor of
Purple & White
 
ROSEMARY SIKICH
First Vice—President
  
ART DeLORENZI
Treasurer
 
JACK DUGGAN
Editor of
Ambassador
GERRY DITTRICH
Second Vice-President
EM IL FENCHAK
Assistant Treasurer
 
LEO CUSHING
Editor of
Kaleidscope
 
PEGGY OWENS
Corresponding Secretary     
JIM KENNEDY
Minister of Internal Affairs
 
 
   
JOE FIELDS
MARGARET BROWN
Editor of
Recording Secretary
Chatter-Platter  
  
 
HOLY NAMES UNDERGRADUATE ASSOCIATION
Left to right: Representatives: Stella Merino, Sophomore; Rosemary Greisinger, Freshman; Sandra Trovato, Junior; Louise
Murphy, Senior; Joanne McNab, President; Virginia DeRoma, Vice-President; Marilyne Russell, Atheletic Representative;
Mary Elizabeth Knight, Treasurer; Patricia Kohlmeier, Publicity; Sheila O’Hara, Secretary.
The governing body for women on campus is known
as the Holy Names Undergraduate Association. ALL
athletics, activities, and discipline for women come
under its jurisdiction.
BUSINESS OR PLEASURE, ALWAYS SMILING.
 
  
If;
  
First Row: Elizabeth Murphy, Carol Brueggeman, Marion Bednarski, Mary Clare Quinlan, Marie Distefan, Camilla Todesco,
Mary Alice Pradziad. ‘
Second Row: Hugh Wilde, Connie Curran, Donna Drew, Fr. L. A. McCann, C.S.B., Patricia Giesler, Bob Vitali, Joe Sanfilippo,
Peter Bowers, Ronald Eberle. 1
Third Row: Jim Gordon, Gerald Moore.
 
SODALITY
The Sodality of Our Lady is a religious body whose function is to promote an ar-
dent devotion, reverence and filial love to the Blessed Virgin Mary in its members.
LEGION ()F MARY
 
Sanetification of the student body, through its members, is the purpose of the
Legion of Mary. A good job is thoroughly done in distributing pamphlets and
spiritual reading matter to all students.
  
First Row: Joe McTeague, Ivy Frenette, President; Fr. Weiler, C.S.B.; Ronald Eberle.
Second Row: Don Raper, Paul Marcella, Thomas Dettman
, Hugh O’Neill.   
‘  
SEAL UNIQUE AGREEMENT
An historic ceremony at Assumption University of Windsor affiliated Canterbury College, an Anglican school,
with the Univer-
sity. Left to right: Rev. P. J. M. Swan, Registrar; Reginald Burnell, College president; Rt. Rev. George N, L
uxton, Anglican
Bishop of Huron and Chairman of the College’s Board of Directors; Most Rev. John C. Cody, Roman Catholic Bishop
of
London and Chancellor of the University; James A. Holden, Secretary of the Board of Directors of Canterbury; and Ve
ry
Rev. Eugene Carlisle LeBel, University president stamping the seal on the agreement.
Shortly before the signing of this unique agreement, the
Canterbury Club came into existence bringing about
a closer unification of Anglican students on campus.
CANTERBURY CLUB
First Row: Gisele Butosi, Dorothy Harrison, Keitha Wylie, Patricia Griffiths, Leda Savchetz, Jo-Ann Ri
dley.
Second Row: Elizabeth Elisha, Craig Punchard, Mr. Duval, Moderator; Leon Paroin, President; Linda Atki
nson.
Third Row: Peter Brett, Gary Hemmings, Hugh Rayson, Charles MacDonald, Will
iam Roddy.
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 First Row: Muriel Stewart, Teresa Malone, Sister Elizabeth Grace, Sister Saint Cuthbert, Betty Gray.
Second Row: Violet McAuley, Mary Kobe, Donna Harrison, Ann Brick, Katherine MacDonell, Joanne
Punch, Julia Leitao, Barbara O’Donaghue, Jennie Benza, Susanne Geml, Olga Smuczok.
T HE NURSES CLUB
The chief aim of the Nursing Club is to
promote an interest throughout the
school in the field of nursing. The post-
graduate course offered is to improve
nursing education and services in hospi-
tals and health agencies.
First Row: Leda Savchetz, Teresa Malone, Claudette Seguin, Linda Atkinson, Francine Sylvestre, Keitha Wylie, Elizabeth M
cLister.
Second Row: Elizabeth Elisha, Ann McFarlane, Angela Gervais, Patricia Horne, Nancy Schrot, Dawn MonCreiff, Gail D
uquette,
Joanne DeMarco, Tamara Cohoon.
CAROLIERS
Composed, this year, of numerous mem-
bers of the other clubs on campus, the
Caroliers proved the fact that we do
have some good voices 011 campus. W79
will never be able to forget that rousing
Christmas concert they gave. Due to
their singing, they have emphasized the
fact that they are the most spirited
group on campus.
Third Row: Jim Kennedy, Roger Jolie, Tom Reid, Phil Lowery, Bill Roddy, Bob Carom.
Fourth Row: Jack Pearson, Dave Eaton, Frank Shunock, Neil Burgess, Gary Hemmings, Justin McCarthy, Leo Brunell
e, Dave
Bib, Pianist A1 Houston.
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DRAMA CLUB
First Row, Left to Right: Elizabeth Murphy, Connie Mepham,
Linda Atkinson, Leda Savchetz, Diana Mady,
Helen MacPherson, Dona Drew, Marie Distefan, Nola McGrady, Te
resa Malone.
Second Row, Left to Right: Walter Armes, Peter Freel, Lawr
ence Stout, Donald Biers, Evelyn McLean,
Edward Long, President; Mary P. Clark, Dennis Deneau, Martin Sulliv
an, William Roddy, Jeremiah Cahill.
Third Row, Left to Right: Carl Bernoske, Ekkehard Simla, Mildred Smucz
ok, Yvonne Durocher, Sheila O’Hara,
Patricia Mohan, Virginia DeRoma, Mary Ann Kennedy, Carol Fisher, Joseph
Dziver, John Jewiss.
During the past year the Drama Club presented one
act plays directed by the students. Hard work and
heavy rehearsal made the plays a success.
WHAT EVERY ACTOR WANTS . . . A SPELLBOUND AUDIENCE
 DRAMA
CLUB’S
AWARD
WINNER
“THE GLASS
MENAGERIE”
  
THE STAGE CREW
 
Last year’s Drama Club presented the Broadway and
Hollywood success, The Glass Menagerie. The per-
formance of this Tennessee Williams drama so ex-
pertly staged and so brilliantly acted that Father
Crowley, the play’s director entered the troup in a
group equaled its award calibre staging played to a
Windsor audience, and added to its glory, awards won
in the Catholic Drama Festival, there. This excursion
was in early summer after University classes had
ceased.
 
FUTURE ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
 
 OFFICERS
Standing, left to right: S/Lt. Riedl, Lt. Spencer, Lt. Smith, Lt.-Cdr. Metcalfe, Rev. Conlin, Anglican Padre, S/Lt. Burton, S/Lt. Eaton,
S/Lt. Day, P. O. Lawrenson.
 
The University Naval Training Division is a group of
highly spirited young men who seem to have a keen
interest both ashore and afloat. Their aim is to supply
 
the Navy with a group of college-trained reserve
officers.
SENIOR CADETS
Standing, left to right: Joseph Berecz, Dave Maven. FIRST YEAR CADETS
, V Second row: Michael Roche, Craig Punchard. First row, left to right: Michael Jacko, James Caron.
l Third row: Gary Docherty, Donal Stone. Second row: Ronald Hudgins, Terry O’Connell.
1 Fourth Row: Michael Krech, Bernard Allen. Third row: Ralph Burke, Eugene Grondin.
‘ Fifth row: Bryson Scarff, David Nantais. Fourth row: Gerald Weale, Carl St. Pierre.
Top: David McLewin. Top: John Cole.
THE CANADIAN OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
l
e
W
V
M
W
H
OFFICERS
Seated, left to right: 2/Lt. Andrew Pernal, Major J. R. Roberts, Major C.M.J.F. Swan.
The Canadian Officers Training Corps offers commis-
sions in the Canadian Army, either Active or Reserve.
Its objective is to produce officers possessing qualities
and attributes essential to the progressive and conitnued
development of the Canadian Army.
SENIOR CADETS FIRST YEAR CADETS
First row, left to right: Walt Sigmund, Andrew Boyd.First row, left to right: Pascal Pignal, Kenneth Brown.
Second row, left to right: John Daichendt, Bill Hockey. Second row: Mike Hendrick, Hugh Fay.
[Third row, left to right: Karl Ilk, Paul Dunseath. Third row: John Saunders.
 
    
 
WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
  
Mary Patricia Clarke, Margaret Brown.
W. U. S.
Interested ill both inter-university and
international affairs the World Univer-
sity Service has members from univer-
sities throughout the world. This organ-
ization, by means of the Treasure Van,
gives the students a chance to buy goods
from all over the world, and by this,
provides for needy Asian students.
UNITED NATIONS CLUB
The United Nations Club’s purpose is to
promote good will, and the furtherance
of understanding and brotherhood bet-
ween nations. Attending conventions and
assemblies at other universities, the
United Nations Club (has made tremen-
dous strides in furthering international
relations.)
UNITED NATIONS CLUB
Left to right: Peter Brett, Craig Punchard, Edward Zemla, President; Ivy Frenette, Gary Hemmings, Ch
w:
 
arles McDonald, Leon Paroian.
 HISTORY CLUB
First Row: Ann McFarlane, Jacqueline Moro, Marie Distefan, Mary Quinlan, Mary Alice Pradziad, Marion
Bednarski, Connie Curran, Teresa Malone.
Second Row: Joe Sanfilippo, Vice-President; Marvin Richman, Gail Lynch, Mary White, Beverly Malach, Art
DeLorenzi, Joseph Zelicskovics, President.
Third Row: Michael Spang, Edward Long, Jack Duggan. John Higgins, Terrence Kennedy, Colin Gosselin.
HISTORY CLUB
The purpose of the Twentieth Century
History Club is to promote extra cur-
ricular activities to students interested in
History. Trips such as to Greenfield Vil-
lage, as well as historical movies and
noted speakers, have proved interesting.
MATHEMATICS CLUB
The chin aim of the Mathematics Club
is to stir the students” interest in both
Mathematics and Physics. This was ac-
complished by such field trips as the
one taken to Detroit’s Willow Bull Air-
port where the members became ac-
quainted with the mechanics behind
weather forecasting.
MATHEMATICS CLUB
First Row: John Mongenais, Fr. Faught, C.S.B., Denise Lancop, Helen Hassonda, Mr. Huschilt, Mr. Koenig, Dr. Aziz.
Second Row: Donald Sines, John Butler, Ronald Dionne, Mr. Frank Sweet, Thomas Dea, Michael Jacko, Paul Labute, Thomas
Recine.
Third Row: Leonard Gensens, Leo Paling, Daniel Ryan, Joseph Molinari.
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BIOLOGY CLUB
First Row: Diana Pereira, Elaine Laframboise, Charles Neilson, President; Mr. Petras, Moderator, Louise Murphy,
Kathleen Moses, Katherine Tiefenbach, Harvey Silver, Jerry Gendler.
Second Row: Anita Tarcia, Jenny Paslaski, Lydia Lapka, Ivy Frenette, Julie Bertoia, Edward Sabga, Edward
Ciesluk, Donald Carom, Edo Marcuz.
Third Row: Joseph Berecz, Michael Irwin, Edward Riddoch, Robert Bouteiller, Verlie Armstrong, Paul Penning-
ton, Frank Monforton, Al Lachowicz.
BIOLOGY CLUB
The Biology Club was formed to encour-
age interest in such scientific fields as
medicine, dentristry and bacteriology.
Every opportunity to do this is given in
this club with such activities as tours of
hospitals and medical schools, where
everyone can get the necessary first-hand
information.
COMMERCE CLUB
T0 give its members a complete know-
ledge of the business world and its tech-
niques is the aim of the Commerce Club.
This is alone completely by tours to such
points as the Imperial Oil Refineries in
Sarnia, and the Stroh’s Brewery Com-
pany in Detroit.
COMMERCE CLUB
Left to Right: Jack Pearson, Secretary; Ken Lauzon, Treasurer; Dave Eaton, President; John Van Raay, Second
Vice-President; Gabe Courey, Vice-President.
 
  
ENGINEERING CLUB
First Row: William Wilson, Claudio Brunetti, Don Lytle, Mr. R. Billinghurst, Moderator, Don Sbrolla, Presiden;
John Hernandez, First Year Representative, Michael Jacko, Secretary-Treasurer, Don Lane, Joe Lischeron.
Second Row: Hubert Lee, Paul Thomson, Walt Sigmund, Ia Steel, Slawek Skorupinski, Larry Brennan, Bruce
MacNeil, Dave Peach, Paul MacDonald.
Third Row: Wah-Cheng Kwan, Chum-Wang Lui, Yeun—Kan, Romeo Caza, Bruce Jaques, Paul Dunseath.
Fourth Row: Joseph Yau, Shue-Shum Wong, Bing Yiu Tam, Edward Ciesluk, Frank Bisson, Leo Shapiro, Bill
Pulleyblank, Mike Prince.
ENGINEERING CLUB
To further develop the interest and ex-
periellce of its members is the main idea
of the Engineering Club. The engineers
express their various ideas and these are
discussed. Briefly, this club establishes
a strong link between industry and the
classroom.
STUDENTS’
STUDENT’S FORUM
Formed from a nucleus of culturally-
minded Assumption University students,
the Students’ Forum is striving to restore
a long-lost intellectual campus atmos-
phere. Its format is that of a “panel” on
which the student expresses his views 011
topics of current and vital interest.
FORUM
Seated: James Kennedy, Verlie Armstrong, Don Raper, President; Mary Clarke, Kenneth Foyster, Ekkehard
Simla, John Jewiss.
Standing: Gabriel Courey, John Van Raay, Gary Hemmings.
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THE PURPlLlEA
 
Mary Catherine Aldridge, Editor; Leo Cushing, Assistant Editor.
 
One of the most interesting and influential organiza-
tions on campus is the Purple and White. From it
we hear the latest news, both 011 and off campus, in
the twelve bi-monthly editions. Where else do we see .1
the current Inter-collegiate neWs in one glance?
EDITORS
Left to Right: Kenneth Foyster, Gerald
 
Ditterich, Denise Lancop, Patrick Pope, Ger—
ald Zima.
BAND WHITE
 
REPORTERS
Sitting, Dawn Moncrieff, Joyce Parent, Rosemary Griesinger, Linda Atkinson.
Standing, Left to Right: Don Raper, Lawrence Stout, Terrence Kennedy, Hugh Rayson, Terence Henry, Paul
Dunseath, Carl Dettman, Leroy Eid.
Some of the editorials produced heated arguments, some extended
discussion and some just humorous and interesting reading. A11
over-all comprehensive picture of campus activities was aimed at in
the make-up of the paper. Special features were included through-
out the year, but perhaps the greatest impression was made by the
blank pages in the Homecoming edition.
‘ Circulation Manager, Nelson Laporte.
Typist, Nancy Zettleamoyer.
Photographer: Thomas O’Brien.
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JACK DUGGAN
Editor
  
CHECKING THE FINAL PROOFS
MRS. C. PERRY, M.A.
Technical Advisor
 
   x
JOSEPH ZELICSKOVICS
Assistant Editor
THE
The theme of the year-book this year
is the growth, development, and
“branching out” of our University
as symbolized by the tree 011 the
cover. This growth was evident this
past year as never before in our his-
tory and was carried out not only
in the errection of new buildings but
also in the growth of thought and
new ways of instruction.
 
REV. R. S. PAZIK, C.S.B.
Moderator
   
ml
Undergraduates
FRAN O’CONNOR DAVID McLEWIN 5
 
1‘ Administration and Faculty
; ; AMBASSADOR
As always in a job such as the pub-
lication of a year-book, with orga-
nization to be crystalized and dead-
lines to be met, there is a loud sigh
of relief once it is finished. Yet
those who worked 011 this year’s Am-
bassador will look back 011 those
days of toil with pride and satisfac-
tion and gratitude for the oppor-
 
{ tunity of taking part.
1
l
EDITOR MARY-ANN KENNEDY; TYPIST SANDY TROVATO
Sports Organizations
JOHN DANESI JOHN COLE
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CANADIAN FEDERATION OF CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS
Left to Right: Peter Bowers, Ronald Eberle, Mike Lavelle, Don Raper, President; Louis Pennachetti, Clair
Crowley, Teresa Malone
CANADIAN FEDERATION OF CHATTER PLATTER
CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS Each Friday the crimes and gossip of the
As the name suggests, this organization’s aim University are spread throughout the campus _ /;
is to Promote a Closer CO'OPeration among by the weekly paper . . . the Chatter Platter. .
Canadian Catholic Colleges. They endeavor ‘ Y . . " t l, , . , , Usually the newsy notes contam everything i
to develop leadership potentialltles 111 the . . _ . I
Catholic Student, and an awareness of his from the latest events in somal act1v1ties to
duty as a member of the Lay Apostalate. the newest happenings in the sportsworld. A
CHATTER PLATTER
Joseph Fields, Editor; Margaret Brown, Typist.   
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 ATHLETICS
 FATHER J. HUSSEY, C.S.B.
Moderator of Athletics
HANK BIASETTI
Coach of Lancers
 
DICK MORIARTY
Director of Athletics
EDDI CHITTARO
Coach of Crusaders
     
   
 
THE STUDENT ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Back Row, Left to Right: Joe Fields, John Danesi, Gene Grondin, Lorne Zwaresh.
Front Row, Left to Right: Paul Kennedy, Terry Mulligan, Mike Lavalle, President;
Marilynne Russell, Sally Scroth.
The Student Athletic Council is a representative body having for
its purpose the fostering of intramural athletics. This administra-
tion rules over all intra-mural sport beginning with the opening
football season to the final roll of the bowling ball. Along with its
duties in intra-mural departments, the Council has participated in
campus parades, sponsored dances and has loaned the Inter-Col-
legiate Athletic Board its talents.
   
PAUL KENNEDY
Publicity  
 PUTTING DIVOT-DIGGERS AND
RACKETEERS RECEIVE INSTRUCTION
    
MRS. HOXIE
Left to Right: Rev. R. G. Miller, C.S.B., Don Timm, Pat Pope, Dick Woodall, Richard
Dickson, Tyrone Diatchenko.
GOLF AND TENNIS
As in past years Assumption University held another “Golf Clinic”,
sponsored by the athletic council. Our golfers were instructed by
Mr. Tony Ouellette and moderated by the Rev. Robert G. Miller.
The Intercollegiate golf team participated in meets at Hamilton and
Toronto.
Assumption’s tennis players were instructed this year by Mrs. Hoxie.
The team will be participating in two meets in the early spring.
 DON TIMM
Golf Commissioner TONY OUELLETTE
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PAUL FALARDEAU
Track and Field Commissioner    
A.U.’s FLEETFOOTS GO BIG TIME
Back Row, Left to Right: Fred Roman, Mr. Koenig, Paul Falardeau. 1
Front Row, Left to Right: Dick O’Connor, Andy Boyd, Bob Simmons, Chuch
Defever.
This year Assumption’s five-man track
and field team carried the university’s DICK OCONNOR
 
colours into inter-collegiate competition.
Although our team did not win any meets
> — winning an inter-collegiate meet with
I only a five man team would he a virtual
impossibility —— they gave a very fine ac-
 
count of themselves. Team-captain Paul
 
Falardeau placed first in the intermediate
one hundred, and two hundred yard
dashes in meets in Seagram Stadium in
Waterloo and in Varsity Stadium in To-
ronto. Richard O’Connor won interme-
diate pole vaulting honours in both these
 
meets and Fred Roman finished right
behind him in this event 011 both occa-
sions. In the competition at Toronto
Falardeau tied for individual scoring
honors in the meet.   
 "l
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SOPHS CRUSH
SENIORS IN FINAL
t u, ‘ v, The Intramural football campaign was
A
‘
fiercely contested this season. Through-
out the schedule the Sophomore and the
Senior teams showed the most strength.
Among the standouts for the Seniors
were such seasoned veterans as big, burly
Jerry Dittrich, Brian Moar and Jerry
Cronin. John Lebel, Justin McCarthy and
Chris McCaffery led the powerful Soph
team. Carl Tremblay stood out for the
Juniors as (lid Lucio Sandrin for the
Frosh. Perhaps the best contest of the
season was the titanic battle between the
Sophs and Seniors which the Sophs won  
  
 
.. g 3% p by the unbelievably low score of 2 to 1.
JUNIORS The championship game, which was a
Back Row, Left to Right: Moe Palivada, Tom Recine, John Dewhurst, Moe renlatch between these two powerful
Daignault, Carl Tremblay, Terry Knuckle,, Joe Filby, Joe Molinari, Norm Rice.
Front Row, Left to Right: Pat Pope, Sandy Dettman, Frank Boscariol, Amby
l Rouble, Tom RBid, Tom Turner, Ed Zemla- Sunday afternoon. The Sophs proved
squads, was played on a bitterly cold
their superiority by downing the hard-
i fighting Seniors by a score of 14 to 1.
i
Back Row, Left to Right: Darcy Sheedy, Bill Todd, Torn Sempowski, Gene Grondin.
‘ Front Row, Left to Right: A1 Massey, Paul Burry, Mike Mitchell, Lucio Sandrin, Dave
i Oselett, George Shunock.
i
 
MIKE LAVELLE
[ Commissioner
BRIAN MOAR
 
SENIORS
Back Row, Left to Right: Paul Renaud, John VanRaay, Ron Stauth, Leon Paroian, Terry Snyder, Dave Eaton.
Front Row, Left to Right: John Danesi, Jerry Dittrich, Mike Lavelle, Brian Moar, Bob Vitali, Jerry Cronin.
  
 Back Row, Left to Right: Alex Dey, Marv Richman, Don McKerrow, Chris McCaffery, Tony Gilbert, Steve Dempsey, Brian O’Malley,
Pete Cathcart.
Front Row, Left to Right: Bernie Kolhmeier, John LeBel, Claudio Brunetti, A1 Solosky, Bill Stoyka, Andy Kizik.
SOPHS CHAMPIONS
INTRAMURAL ACTION
 
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
LANCERS
This season, as was the case in the
last three or four seasons, Assumption’s
varsity basketball squad had a success-
ful campaign winning fifteen of their
twenty-five games. In Ontario-Quebec
Conference play they compiled a record
of eight wins and two losses, which
was good enough to earn them second
place in the Conference. The Lancers
suffered two losses to the obviously
superior quintet from the University
of Detroit, but managed to hold their
own against their other American ri-
vals with whom they were better
matched. Against the Canadian clubs
they did very well indeed except in
their two meetings with the Toronto
Varsity Blues.
 
The key man in this year’s team was
Jack Hool who provided the leadership
which is always necessary to make a
group of fine athletes into a well-
organized and powerful team. He was
a high scorer all through the season
and played well on defense as well as
doing a fine job of setting up plays.
Jack ended his college career with a
brilliant night against Western; he got
over thirty points in that game. Rookie
Gene Rizak also had a great year. He
turned out to be a real high scorer;
but his most memorable achievements
were on defense. It was a very common
sight to see Gene steal the ball and race
down the court for a basket. Leapping
Larry Francouer was a tower of
strength all season and along with
veteran Mike Spang did a lot of re-
bounding even against the taller play-
ers on opposition clubs. Mr. Spang was
a very steady performer, and although
he was not a high scorer he was a
valuable man to have around. Neil
McEwan played some very fine games
in the latter half of the season after he
recovered from a ailment which kept
hi mout of action for several games.
Although Dick Mackenzie and Jerry
Kotwas played some good games early
in the season, they never did manage
to regain their brilliant form of last
season.
  All in all it was a good season andAssumption has reason to be veryproud of this Lancer squad.Left to Right: Lou Pennachetti, Jack Hool, Jerry Kotwas, Phil Waters, George Nickson, Bernie Syron, Dick Mac—Kenzie, Mike Spang, Barry Callaghan, Larry Francoeur, Leo Innocente, Hank Biasetti. Page Eighty—seven
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GET’M JACK!
A-S—S—U-M-P—T-I-O-N
Left to right: Gisele Butosi, Connie Mepham,
Carol Brueggeman, Verlie Armstrong. '
  
Left to Right: Leo Innocente, Paul Valentine, Dave Pennington, Chris McCaffery, Leo Girard, John McManus, Bernie
Syron, Don McKerrow, George Nickson, Phil Waters, Bernie Allen, Fred DeVriendt.
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 CRUSADERS ROLL ON
Coach Ed Chittaro’s Assumption Crusaders had a
great season. They won the Intermediate Intercol-
  
 
  
   
legiate Basketball crown by nosing out the Western
Colts in a real ‘cliff—hanger’ in the final game of the
schedule. In addition to this, the Crusaders paced the
field in the Windsor City League. Led by players
like Leo Innocenti and George Nickson, the team
had such fine Varsity prospects as Paul Valentine,
Glen Girard, Chris McCaffery, Fred DeVriendt,
Bernie Allen and Leo McKerrow. This was a fine
team and indicates that next year’s Lancers will
have to be reckoned with in Conference play.
ACTION AT ST. DENIS HALL
 
   
 
 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
Left to right: Pat McHugh, Gene Stutz,
Chuck Smith, Bernie Kolhmeier, Bill Lourette
RON WITZEL
Commissioner
Back Row, Left to right: Ed Zemla, Jim
Kennedy.
Front Row, Left to right: Carl Ilk, Joe San-
filippo, Carl Tremblay.
 Left to right: Al Massey, Jerry Cahill, BreenKeenan, Tom Dettman, Chuck Defever. 
 " INTRAMURAL
? BASKETBALL
     
Left to Right: Ralph Jobin, Tom Tiernan, Hugh Murray,
SENIORS Ray Ottenbrite, Bob Kefgen.
On January 2] , in St. Denis Hall the Intramural basketball wars began.
Right from the beginning, spirited competition developed among the seven
teams which comprised the league this year. Participating on these seven teams
were some ninety-odd men of all shapes, sizes and abilities. These students play-
ed for teams representing their respective classes. This tended to develop great
rivalries among the classes, even though the main purpose of the league was to
enable the students to have good clean fun, and a little exercise (which was very
badly needed in some cases) .
SENIOR INDEPENDENTS
Left to Right: Ray Kosi, John Van-
Raay, Ron Pfaff, Paul Pennington,
Fraser Dickson, Rusty Caldwell.
 
SOPHS II
Left to Right: Frank Shunock, Ed
Riddoch, Terry Falk, Joe Pintur, Tom
Dea, George Shunock. 
  
  
  
  
BOWLING
Bowling is one of Assumption’s biggest
intramural sports, with some 70 stu-
dents participating in this wood-knock-
ing game. There are many top bowlers
in this group. Those most deserving of
honors are Bill Stephan, Butch Lugli,
and Bob Day. Next year Assumption
hopes to enter a team in a league
against the University of Detroit and
other colleges.
  
TOM RECINE
Left to Right: Dave Eaton, Frank Trutwin, John Van Raay, Gabe Courey, _ .
Fr. Sheehan Jerry Cahill Commlsswner
      
 
ENTHUSIASTIC BOWLERS
       
      
MAKE IT CLEAR TO HIM
NOW, ED. DON’T ALWAYS
AGREE, JOHN.
HAPPY FACES WATCH
HOW A STRIKE IS MADE.
THESE BOWLERS SEEM
TO AGREE WITH THE
SITUATION.
 ﬁ
    
  
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
      
     
  
Back Row—Left to Right: John Cole, Dan Ryan, Steve Dempsey, Chris McCaffery, MurrayCostello, Mike Mitchell.
5‘ Front Row: Mike Roche, Mike Hurst, Frank Ecscariol, Justin McCarthy.
  
:" 2
MIKE HURST
Commissioner
@2391). ' 30W};
4, m
Mk __
'9 “‘3‘?’ Back Row—Left to right: Bob Kefgen, Jerry Fournier,Bill Stephan, Mike Lavelle, Bud Waters, Lou Lemay.
Front Row: John Danesi, Pat Young, Jack Pearson, Pete
Dunn, Orv Monforton.
  JUNIORS
FROSH
Back Row—Left to Right: Fred Roman, Glen
Girard, Pat Nighbor.
Front Row: Paul Burry, Darcy Sheedy,
Lucio Sandrin.
  
v.
Front Row: Ron Girard, Norm Rice, Dick Aubrey.
as?
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Back Row—Left to Right: Lou Pennachetti, Terry Mulligan, Tom Recine, Marv Little.
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SOPHS
HOCKEY CHAMPS
The regular schedule of the Intramural
Hockey season drew to a close with the
Juniors, Sophs, and Frosh in the play-
offs. The Seniors fought hard but
didn’t quite make it. The leading scor-
ers were Gene Dziadura, Murray Cos-
tello, and Louie Lemay. Those also de-
serving of mention for there outstand-
ing play were Paul Burry, Paul Re-
naud, Lou Pennachetti and Darcy
Sheedy. The Sophmores were the real
power-house and should be the cham-
pions. Our thanks go out to Joe Fields
and his cohort for the fine job in refer-
eeing the games. Mike Hurst the com-
missioner did an excellent job in see-
ing that this organization functioned
smoothly.
   
 WOMEN’S ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Back Row—Left to Right: Liz McLister, Jackie Moro, Denise Lancop,
Sally Scroth, Mary Ann Kennedy.
Front Row: Verlie Armstrong, Mary White, Marilyn Russell (Pres),
Mary Knight.
Instruction Sandra Trovato,
WOMEN’S ATHLETICS
The Holy Names Athletic Council
has presented this year an extensive
program of sports open to all girls
attending the university. The pro-
gram was well organized and fume"
tioned smoothly throughout the
year. A womens bowling league be-
gan this year with eight teams par-
ticipating. Tennis and basketball
were also amngr the popular sports
for the women.
The council wishes to thank all those
who took part in the athletic pro-
gram and for the co-operation it re-
ceived from the 111en’s council.
, ,
Ginnie DeRoma, Marie Paule Andrechuk.
   WOMEN’S BOWLING
 
 
    
The bowling league organized this
year consisted of eight teams. The
Campus Bowling Lanes was the cen-
   
    
  
 
  
. tre where this sport was played. TheBack Row—Left to Right: Carol Brueggeman, Donna Drew, Keitha WyheLiz McLister, Marilyn Russell, Mary McDonald, Mary White, Gail BondyClare Brisbois.
)
a women gained experience rapidly
and soon it became one of the most
popular sports on campus. Will they
challenge the men?
 
   
Louise Murphy, Marion Bednarski,  Mary Kennedy, Camilla Todesco, SallyScroth, Jackie Moro, Connie Curran, Pat Griffith, Nola McGrady.
 
    
  
 
 
Joanne Ridley, Dorothy Kristinovich, Joanne Punch, Kay McDonald, LedaSavchetz, Joanne McNab, Liz Murphy, Linda Atkinson, Mary Fisher, DorothyHarrison.
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 GIRL’S VOLLEYBALL
WHERE’S THE BALL?
Back Row—Left to Right: Sheila O’Hara.
Sandy Trovato, Fran Sylvester, Mary Knight.
Front Row: Nancy Schrot, Clare Quinlan,
Connie Mepham, Darlene Helfrich.
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A JOB WELL DONE
The Athletic Council and the stu-
dents of Assumption University wish
to thank all those who participated
in making this athletic year our
greatest yet. Those men behind the
scenes most deserving of credit are,
L011 Pennachetti, Jack Hool, Bernie
Syron, Phil Waters, Larry Fran-
coeur and Joe Fields. These men
looked after equipment, refereed
games, and took statistics for all the
intramural sports. Again we extend
our thanks to all for a job well done.
We hope that the future will pro-
vide us with more men like these.
 
l
Equipment Men—Left to Right: Lou Pennachetti, Mike Lavelle.
Jerry Cronin turns his pads in for the last time.   
  
  
   
1
Basketball referees—Left to Right: Jack Hool, Larry Francoeur.    
  
 
Football referees—Left to Right: Jack H001, Bernie Syron, Phil Water
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(EHHSTIAN CULTURE
 
like,Emminent personalities
Sheen, and Frank J. Sheed appear on the Series
which is sponsored by the University.
Fr. J. Stanley Murphy, C.S.B. Founder and
Christian Culture Series.
TWENTY-FOURTH SEASON
Rev. Father Stan. Murphy, C.S.B., M.A., Founder of the Christian
Culture Series, was again the Chairman and Director of the 1957-
58 season. Following Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s lecture were listed
such stimulating presentations as: Dr. Erik Kueknelt-Leddihn,
Marguerite Hamilton, Frank J. Sheed, Immaculate Heart Trio, Dub-
lin Players, Seuman MacManus, Richard Pattee, Hugh Kenner, Anm-
Fremantle, Vernon J. Bourke, Thoralf Norheim, O. R, Dr. Gerald
B. Phelan, Msgr. John J. Dougherty, Janet Kalven, Robert Speaight,
John Howard Griffin, Eric Newton, Mortimer J. Adler, Jotham
Johnson, National Ballet of Canada, the Detroit Symphony Orches-
tra (three times), Carlton Eldridge, Raul Spivak, The 1958 Chris-
tian Culture Award Medal to an “outstanding lay-exponent of Chris-
tian ideals” went to Allen Tate, poetic-critic, present professor of
English Literature at University of Minnesota.
  “%
Bishop Fulton J.
SERIES
  
The
Centennial Mass
On Monday, December 9,
1957, a Pontifical Mass of
Thanksgiving was celebrated
by His Excellency Most
Reverend Giovanni Panico,
D.D., the Apostolic Delegate
to Canada. In attendance
were, from left to right, Most
Revv. Isidore Borecky, Uk-
rainian Bishop of Eastern
Canada; Archibishop Gio-
vanni Panico, D.D., the Apo-
stolic Delegate to Canada;
Most Rev. Joseph F. Ryan,
Bishop of Hamilton; His
Emminence Edward Cardi-
nal Mooney of Detroit, Most
Rev. Andrew C. Grutka,
D.D., Bishop of Gary, In-
diana; Most Rev. John C.
Cody, Bishop of London;
Most Rev. Charles L. Nelli—
gan, Titular Bishop of Fe—
nice of the Assumption Uni—
versity of Windsor staff.
Laying of the Corner Stone
For the New Library,
November, 1957.
 
Thanksgiving Mass was celebrated by his Excellency Most Reverend
Giovanni Panico, D.D., the Apostolic Delegate to Canada.
new .__
Pontifical Mass was celebrated at Assumption Church on the feast of the
Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
   
    
THE FROSH
QUEEN
MARIE DISTEFAN
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THE FROSH PARADE
ON STRIKE FOR
10 MINUTE CLASSES
AND 50 MINUTE
BREAKS
LEGGO MY HAND
OIVING, THEY’RE
TAKING A PICTURE
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AREN’T THEY CUTE?  
 
HOLLOWEEN DANCE,
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IT TAKES ALL KINDS
WHAT’LL YOU HAVE?
Page One Hundred Eleven  
CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY
This year’s very successful Christmas
assembly can be credited to the hard
work and ingenuity of Jim Kennedy.
It was through his efforts that a huge
Christmas tree was supplied as we“ as
the entertainment.
 
NATIVITY SCENE
THIS FELLOW
WANTS A COMPLETE
MATCHED SET OF
A’s.
 Page One Hundred Twelve  
WELL NOW, HOW ARE YOU FIXED FOR BLADES?
k‘zxgc One Hunder Thirteen 
E
‘
AS DAN(TMAJHRIS(
 
 
ALL DRINK AND NO
DANCE MAKES FOR A
DULL PARTY
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QUEEN VERLIE ARMSTRONG
    
2.3v
4,
CANDIDATES FOR QUEEN
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 The Girls in Residence Play . . .
 
The Boys in Residence Line Up . . .
And Everyone Goes To The Basketball Games.
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McGill University Model Security Council,
Winners, Best Delegate Award.
The Associated Collegiate Press Conference,
New York, N.Y.
 
Raise, One Pin. I’ll Bump One Ring.
 
The Big House.
Expressions In French “The CollegiateS”
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 Assumption Universitge
WINDSOR, ONTARH
Courses Offered at Assumption University of
Windsor
1958 - 59
MASTER OF ARTS in English, History, Philosophy.
MASTER OF SCIENCE in Chemistry.
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Honours Course) with major i
n Economics and
Political Science, English Language and Literature, English and
Philosophy, English and History, History (Economics option
and
Philosophy option), Philosophy and Psychology, Psychology,
Philosophy and Science.
BACHELOR OF ARTS (General Course) with major in Economics, E
nglish,
French, History, Household Science, Modern Languages, Philo-
sophy, Psychology.
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (Honours Business Administration
).
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (General Course).
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Honours Course) with major in Biochemistr
y,
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Physics,
Mathematics and Physics.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (General Course) with major in Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING, with major in Nursing Educa-
tion, Public Health Nursing.
  
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE (Engineering) — Degrees in
Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical Engineering.
BACHELOR OF HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE (Honours).
DIPLOMA COURSES in Business Administration, Nursing Education and
Public Health Nursing.
COURSES in Pre-Dentistry, Pre-Law, Pre-Medicine, Pre-Optometry, Pre-
Pharmacy; Laboratory Assistants Course.
Page One Hundred Twenty
 tgof Windsor
i|<
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
(offers courses in Economics, History, Languages,
Philosophy, Political Science, Sociology, and House-
hold Science)
ESSEX COLLEGE
(offers courses in Pure Science, Mathematics, Engi-
neering, Nursing and Business Administration)
HOLY NAMES COLLEGE
(offers residence facilities to women students)
HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE
(Redemptorist Seminary)
CANTERBURY COLLEGE
(Anglican liberal arts college)
Day and Evening Divisions
Adult Education — Summer School
Counselling and Placement Service
Residence Facilities
Co-educational
 
Administration Building
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Chateau LaSalle
Market Hardware
Fabricated Steel Products
Peerless Steel Ltd.
Ambassador Cabs
Tucker Electric
Canadian Linen
Sunshine Linen
Steve Paris
Remington Dry Cleaning
South Windsor Cabs
Pare Electric
Globe Sheeet Metal
West End Hardware
Center Tool Co. Ltd.
Canada Storage Ltd.
Esquire Men’s Shop
Neighborhood Hardware
Crescent Tool & Die
McDonald’s Camera Shop
E. Mansel
McKee Morrison Elec. Co.
Pithie Electric Ltd.
Leacock Electric Contractors
National Painting & Decorating
Merchant’s Paper Co.
Smart Painting Contractors
Victoria Service Station
Evans-Pearce Scaffolding Ltd.
Centerline Tool & Mould Co.
Alumatic of Canada
W. J. Bondy & Sons
MacPhail Insurance
Jeffrey Cleaners
Forest Cleaners
Essex Cabinet Makers
Ted’s Delivery Service
Ouellette’s Pianos & Organs
Ernest Rennie Ltd.
Byron Blueprinting
Roy & Hubert Ltd.
Erie Paint Store
Ingram Co. of Canada
Electric Sewer & Drain
Martin Glos & Son
American Floor Co.
Nosanchuk Buttery Constr.
Parent Cartage
Courtney Motel
Jack Backer Insurance
Crosby Printing House
Hucker Bros.
H. W. Ormerod & Co. Ltd.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Weingarden
Dr. and Mrs. J. Henri Breault
Mrs. Bill Burleigh
Dr. and Mrs. Norton Burnstein
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Durance
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Enright
Dr. and Mrs. G. George
Irwin S. Goldin
Dr. and Mrs. Hemick
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Huch
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. McCormick
Mr. and Mrs. John McKeon
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McLague
Dr. and Mrs. D. B. Miller
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Beuglet
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph DeRoma
Dr. J. L. Needham
Mrs. Kent Ridley
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Riorden
Mrs. J. Roberts
Mrs. James Tiller
Mrs. Marguerite Brown
. and Mrs. William Burleigh
. and Mrs. Eli Golding
. and Mrs. C. W. MacLean
. and Mrs. F. P. McLugh
. and Mrs. P. R. Pearson
. and Mrs. Penaligon
. and Mrs. A. C. Quenneville
BUSINESS PATRONS
River Front RE 4-7382
243 Pitt Street CL 3-7672
1537 Mercer Street CL 3—4691
1319 McDougall Street CL 4-2587
961 Drouillard Road CL 4-2828
2130 Wyandotte West CL 6—2391
881 Erie Street East CL 3-1139
1105 Albert Street CL 2-2224
53 Pitt Street East CL 4-3802
780 Pacific Street CL 3-5743
2258 Charles Street CL 3-3588
912 Tecumseh Blvd. CL 6-3147
1432 St. Luke Road WH 5—6621
1610 University Avenue CL 4-3841
1573 McDougall Street CL 6-7314
1112 Dufferin Avenue CL 4-9895
359 Ouellette Avenue CL 3-7000
238 Erie Street West CL 2-1754
955 Assumption Street CL 2-4832
620 Goyeau Street CL 3-2167
711 McKay Avenue CL 6-3922
866 Tecumseh Road E. CL 6-3138
1285 Marentette Avenue CL 6-4981
211 Oak Avvenue CL 3-9975
725 Wyandotte Street E. CL 33-1715
975 Crawford Avenue CL 3-6339
3833 Howard Avenuee CL 4-3088
1809 Tecumseh Road E. CL -2912
2780 Howard Avenue CL 6-1819
1305 Windsor Avenue CL 2-7562
6161 Tecumseh Road E. WH 5-1101
126 Ouellette Avenue CL 4-3391
Bartlet Building CL 3-2422
656 Pitt Street West CL 3-2416
1115 Howard Avenue CL 3-3581
280 Eugenie Street CL 2-7224
1715 Drouillard Road WH 5-7740
1185 Tecumseh Road CL 3-2655
128 University Ave. W. CL 6-1803
77 Wyandotte Street E. CL 4-8662
1445 Tecumseh Road E. CL 6-3151
670 Goyeau Street CL 3-9038
341 Tecumseh Road E. CL 6-1845
983 Goyeau Street CL 3-0990
1826 Central Avenue WH 5—5212
332 Isabelle Place WH 5-5113
Third Concession CL 4—7527
1112 Dufferin Place CL 4-4840
R. R. 1, Huron Line CL 2-3791
CL 4-5840
Walker Road CL 6-6316
1010 University Ave. W. CL 4-9243
610 Canada Trust Bldg.
Jeff Kearn Ltd.
J. E. Murphy Sheet Metal Co.
Triangle Contracting Co.
Monroe Calculating Machine Co.
Alco Aluminum
E. J. Cutler Service Station
Bart Evon Furniture
Teno’s Toggery
Smart Decorations
Victoria Service Station
Pete’s Radio Service
P. S. Jeffery Real Estate
Dominion Tent and Awning
Dean Construction
Shawnee Tavern
Dominion Tree Experts
Gitlin Furniture Co.
Star Rug Cleaning Co.
Sam’s Department Store
American Optical Co.
Windsor Coat & Apron
James Sutton Funeral Home
Omega Bookbinding Co.
Hampton Moving & Storage
East Side Plating Co.
Industrial Platers
Saville Refrigeration Ltd.
Paul Sivadjian Ltd.
J. Kovinsky & Sons
Essex Cabinet Makers
Nor-Con Electric Co.
Noel Equipment Service
American Floor Co.
Spotless Cleaners
Royal Bakery
Johnston Cycle & Sport Center
Alsco of Windsor Ltd.
Hertz Rent—a—Car System
Ferrell Drugs
South Windsor Drug
Johnnys Auto Body
Stetson Driving School
Vix Chemical Products Co.
Uptown Radio
Renwick Driving School
Windsor Driving School
Sanitary Maintenance Co.
Erie Bakery
Modern Bakery
Bart Evon Appliance
Saville Refrigeration
Wipp Pest Control Co.
Master Locksmiths
PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Dollar
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Travato
Unfinished Furniture
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Wiesner
Mr. and Mrs. W. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. J. Backer
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Barth
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Bridge
Mr. and Mrs. W. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bruce
. and Mrs. H. J. Breault
Dr. and Mrs. E. Beuglet
Mrs. Marguerite Brown
. and Mrs. S. Baxter
. and Mrs. J. J. Barnes
. and Mrs. G. J. Boutette
. and Mrs. Sam Cohen
. S. Murray Clark
. and Mrs. C. Cohen
. and Mrs. C. J. Connor
. and Mrs. R. J. Coyle
. and Mrs. G. J. Connor
. and Mrs. J. W. Carpenter
. and Mrs. E. Chambers
. and Mrs. J. Cummuzzi
. and Mrs. C. J. O. Connor
. and Mrs. F. J. Dorshell
. and Mrs. G. J. Dickson
. E. T. Eaton
. and Mrs. J. Farrell
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Dr. L. J. Fenech
Mr. J. Forsyth
A. J. Gervais Furs Limited
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Glendinning
Gerard Gosselin and Company
Mr. G. Gray
Mrs. W. C. Heyd
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hamacher
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Jordan
J. Kovinsky and Sons, Limited
r. and Mrs. M. J. Kelly
. and Mrs. I. T. Kelly
. and Mrs. E. C. Knowlton
. and Mrs. Luborsky
. B. A. Maleyki
. M. D. MacPhail
. C. D. McIntyre
. and Mrs. Paul Martin
. and Mrs. W. Morand
. and Mrs. I. McLellam
. and Mrs. G. H. McNair
. and Mrs. C. A. Pattison
. and Mrs. F. C. Pearce
. and Mrs. A. F. Quenneville
. and Mrs. C. J. Robinet
. and Mrs. F. Montello
. and Mrs. T. N. Robinson
. and Mrs. J. T. Robert
. T. W. Robinson
Mr. U. G. Reaume
342 Park Street West CL 3-3636
595 Tecumseh Road East CL 3-3203
1711 Moy Avenue CL 4-6001
181 Riverside Drive WestCL 6-5933
1410 Huron Line CL 6-1665
Highway 18, LaSalle RE 4—7851
1335 Wyandotte Street E. CL 4-8848
3833 Howard Avvenue CL 4—3088
1809 Tecumseh Road E. CL 4-2912
3165 Sandwich Street W. CL 6—3131
656 Riverside Drive West CL 4-4551
St. Clair Beach SE 5-2612
1721 Shawnee, Tecumseh SE 5-4144
974 Windermere Road CL 2-6362
576 Ouellette Avenue CL 4-1151
1252 Labadie Road WH 5-7191
1526 Ottawa Street CL 4-6481
635 Ouellette Avenue CL 3—0923
937 Ouellette Avenue CL 4-2515
464 Wyandotte Street E. CL 3—5791
1633 Wyandotte Street E. CL 2-1159
Sandwich Street East WH 5-6347
2468 Ouellette Avenue CL 2-0091
1323 Tecumseh Road E. CL 6-7881
766 Ouellette Avenue CL 3-6337
111 Hill Street CL 4-5188
280 Eugenie Street CL 2-7224
2815 Dominion Boulevard CL 3-9033
341 Tecumseh Road East CL 6-1845
332 Isabelle Place WH 5-5113
7468 University West CL 2-1103
1051 Drouillard Road CL 3-6431
1405 Wyandotte, Riverside WH 5.3434.
181 Riverside Drive West
196 Park West CL 4-7212
1495 Tecumseh Road CL 3-4170
1285 Grand Marais Road
857 Howard at Elliott
1922 Malta WH 5-3736
1057 Felix CL 3-2144
755 Wyandotte East CL 4-1322
1196 Felix CL 3-6111
664 May Avenue CL 2-5866
288 Pitt Street East CL 3-6321
673 Erie Street East CL 6-4983
560 Wyandotte St. E. CL 4—1572
1323 Tecumseh Rd. E. CL 6-7881
282 Pitt St. E.
241 Wyandotte Street East
Dr. E. W. Warren, D.D.S.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Parent
Mr. J. Stell
Mr. and Mrs. Siganski
Mr. A. H. Stevenson
Mr. W. Tolarsky
Mr. J. Toskoy
Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Taylor
Mr. W. Price
Atty. and Mrs. A. E. McWha
Mr. and Mrs. Evasite Pare
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. McGarth
Mr. and Mrs. Meetzger
Yuffy and Yuffy, Barristers
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. McAllister
Mr. and Mrs. George Issell
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Best
Mr. and Mrs. Hodge Snider
Mrs. Eleanor Haddow
Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Rutherford
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Murphy
Dr. L. J. Fenech
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph R. Scheolder
Mr. J. R. Chatters ‘
Furlong & Furlong
Dominion Tent & Awning
Essex Cabinet Maker
Gloge Sheet Metal
Huckle Bros.
Adamic, William F.
Aitken, Alexander H.
Aldridge, Mary-Catherine
Alexis, Jerry
Allard, Richard J.
Allen, Bernard J.
Andrecheck, Marie-Paule
Armes, Walter H.
Arena, Angelo J.
Arend, James W.
Arent, John G.
Armstrong, Verlie D.
Arneaud, Ian R.
Arnowitz, Hubert A.
Atkinson, Richard N.
Aubry, Richard N.
Badikonis, Brone
Baggio, Eugene G.
Bak, Joseph G.
Baker, Gerald K.
Barratt, Harold S.
Bastien, Ivan J.
Bawden, James J.
Beach, Brian B.
Beatty, Patrick V.
Bechard, Frank M.
Bedard, Ronald R.
Bednarski, Marion M.
Bela, Biro
Belisch, Carl L.
Bellani, Antony J.
Beneteau, Stanley G.
Bennett, Glen H.
Benza, Jennie
Berbynuk, Stella
Berecz, Joseeph R.
Bernachi, Donald A.
Bernoske, Carl J.
Bertoia, Julie T.
Bertoia, Reno P.
Birfore, John
Bib, David R.
Biers, Donald L.
Bisson, Francis J.
Blair, Mansell J.
Black, Robert W.
Blasko, Stephen A.
Blonde, Michael C.
Blumenfeld, Harry
Bondi, Sam C.
Bondy, Patricia G.
Bondy, Douglas W.
Bondy, Paul T.
Bontront, Louis M.
Bormet, Richard A.
Boscariol, Frank V.
Bouteiller, Robert A.
Bovenzi, Angelo D.
Bowers, Peter J.
Boyd, Andrew
Bracken, Dould J.
Brancheau, Ronald T.
Branscombe, Howard
Brennan, Lawrence M.
Breton, Brian J.
Brett, Peter
Briand, Robert P.
Brick, Ann J.
Brick, Malcolm G.
Brisebois, Marie-Claire
Brockenshire, Frank D.
Brooks, Jerry S.
Brown, Kenneth W.
Brown, Margaret G.
Brown, Mark
Brown, Ronn
Brueggeman, Carol A.
Brunelle, Leo M.
Brunetti, Claudio V.
Buda, John W.
Burgess, Robert N.
Burgis, William E.
Burke, Letitia M.
Burke, Ralph
Burkhart, John W.
Burleigh, William J.
Burnett, John A.
Burns, Frank J.
STUDENT
Burry, James P.
Butler, John B.
Butosi, Gisele G.
Cahill, Jeremiah D.
Caldwell, Edward R.
Callaghan, Thomas P.
Cameron, Edmundo A.
Cameron, Terence M.
CAMPBELL, Roger C.
Canniff, Helen C.
Carr, Kevin J.
Carom, Donald P.
Carom, Robert A.
Caron, James F.
Carriveau, Edward C.
Carroll, Margaret R.
Carter, H. Douglas
Caruso, Michael E.
Casey, Rev. Frank J.
Cassin, Stanley B.
Cathcart, Peter G.
Cave, Patricia A.
Caza, Romeo J.
Chambers, Frances M.
Chambers, John K.
Chauvin, Russell G.
Chauvin, Thomas J.
Chisholm, Jack H.
Cittaro, Eddi
Christie, Robert W.
Chu, Dah-Chang
Cieslowski, Stanley F.
Ciesluk, Edward A.
Clark, Rev. Stanley E.
Clarke, Mary P.
Clarkson, Gary E.
Clifford, James
Cohoon, Tamara J.
Cole, John Dennis
Collins, Terrence J.
Comerford, William M.
Conlon, James A.
Conaghan, Cecil E.
Corbett, Frances E.
Corriveau, Raymond C.
Costello, Murray J.
Courey, Gabriel J.
Cowan, Janet K.
Coyle, William J.
Crawford, Harold N.
Creede, May Anne
Cronin, Gerald W.
Crowley, Clair D.
Cullen, Bernard J.
Cullen, Kenneth
Cunningham, Gerald Joseph
Curran, Connie L
Cushing, Leo
Cusinato, Anthony E.
Daichendt, John G.
Daignault, Maurice J.
Danesi. John L.
Dav, Robert C.
Dea, Thomas L.
Defever. Charles D.
Del Col, Remo J.
De Leon. Maritza I.
Delmas, Ronald P.
De Lorenzi, Art
Deluca, Armando F.
De Marco, Jo-Anne M.
Demnhuk. Donald-G.
De Montrichard. Gene A.
Dempsey. Stephen E.
Deneau, Denis P.
Dennis, George H.
Denvs, Laurent 0.
De Roma, Virginia E.
Deslippe, Pauline A.
Dettman, Carl A.
Dettman. Thomas J.
Devriendt, Fred T.
Dewhirst, John F.
Dev. Alex James
Diatchenko. Terry
Dickson. George F.
Diederich. Torthem F.
Dietzel, Frank W.
PATRONS
Diomataris, Nicholas
Dionne, Ronald J.
Disalle, Mario
Distefan, Marie A.
Dittrich, Gerald L.
Dixon, Edward A.
Docherty, W. Gary
Donats, Carman P.
Douglas, William E.
Dragicevich, Peter
Drew, Donna L.
Drouillard, Michael J.
Drlicka, Robert J.
Duchene, John
Dufour, Edward G.
Dufour, Michael R.
Duggan, John T.
Duggan, Robert J.
Dumsha, Frank J.
Dunn, Peter G.
Dunseath, Paul S.
Dupont, Alfred F.
DuPont, Frank S.
Dupuis, Don H.
Dupuis, Robert J.
Duquette, Gail F.
Durocher, Yvonne M.
Dust, Norman H.
Duym, Francis J.
Dziadura, Eugene J.
Dziver, Joseph A.
Eaton, David M.
Eberle, Ronald F.
Eid, Leroy K.
Elisha, Elizabeth Ann
Engelbaum, Isaac M.
English, Douglas J.
Enright, Kathryn T.
Eull, Herbert W.
Evans, Richard E.
Fairhurst, Paul B.
Falardeau, Paul B.
Falk, Terrance A.
Fantin, Dino L.
Faris, Eugene J.
Farrah, Joseph P.
Fay, Hugh R.
Feehan, Leo A.
Fegarty, Barry J.
Fenchak, Emil M.
Fera, Peter A.
Ferencik, Mike M.
Fields, Joseph C.
Filbey, Joseph N.
Fillman, Peter G.
Fisher, Carol Ann
Fisher, Mary M.
Fonfara, Louise Ann
Fontana, James A.
Forman, Ronald M.
Foster, James G.
Fortosky, Theodore J.
Fournier, Gerald H.
Foyster, Kenneth W.
Francoeur. N. I-awrence
Franklin. Russell
Fraser, Ernest C.
Freed, Gerald L.
Freel, Peter D.
Freeman, Douglas G.
Frenette. Ivv G.
Fung. Franklin K.
Furlong. Terence A.
Gainer, Kenneth W.
Galuska. Cecil P.
Gatti. Alfredo R.
Gaunt. James J.
Gazzola. Richard A.
Geml, Frank
Geml. Susanne M.
Gendler, Terrv C.
Gensens. T eonard R.
Gerenda, Ernest W.
Gerrard, Ronald T.
Gervais, Angela M.
Giesler, Patricia
Gilbert, Robert O.
Gillen, Reginald W.
Gillen, Wiiam J.
Gillier, DeLaney
Girard, Glen L.
Girard, Leo H.
Giroux, Richard H.
Giroux, Roy F.
Goddard, Fred M.
Godin, Malcolm A.
Golden, John G.
Goldenberg, Doly
Goldin, Marvin D.
Gonsalves, Stanley I.
Gooding, Thomas E.
Gordon, Jim K.
Gosselin, Colin M.
Gough, Dennis
Graham, Bonnie J.
Graham James R.
Gray, Betty Ann
Gray, John
Green, Francis P.
Greenwood, Alan W.
Gregson, Anthony
Griesinger, Rosemary
Griffin, Rev. John A.
Groleau, Clarke F.
Groleau, Gary J.
Grondin, Eugene T.
Gurney, Joseph. R
Gut, Edward A.
Gyorffy, Irene M.
Hydo, Edward J.
Hadre, George W.
Hakem, Michael A.
Halliwell, Denis P.
Hanss, Thomas J.
Harris, John D.
Harrison, Donna A.
Harrison, Dorthy J.
Hartsford, James B.
Hartley, Thomas J.
Hatch, David R.
Hawthorne, Andrew E.
Healy, Peter J.
Heatley, William F.
Heinz, Edward W.
Heit, Leo John
Helfrich, Darlene D.
Hemmings. Gary W.
Hendrick, Michael J.
Henry, Terance A.
Hernandez. John P.
Higgins, John Ryan
Hockey. William R.
Hodut, Michael
Hoffman, Alex
Holden, Frederick L.
Holovaci. George
Hool, John Francis
Hoover, Ron C.
Horan, Delmar J.
Home, Patricia A.
Horruzey, Phillip M.
Houston, Allan Dickson
Hrbolich, Francis P.
Hudgins, Ronald Richard
Hughes, Terrence Joseph
Hui, Ho Tung
Hurst, Michael J.
Huston, Charles G.
Hutchinson, Graeme G.
Hutchinson, Charles G.
Huzul, Raymond M.
Ianni, Ron W.
Ilk, Karl F.
Tnnocente, Leo A.
Irwin, David L.
Trwin, Michael E.
Isaac, Oswin D.
Jacko, Michael G.
Janisse, Godfrey J.
Janisse, John D.
Jaques, Bruce G.
Jewiss, John L.
Jobin, Ralph A.
Johanson, James W.
Johnson, Joseph E.
Johnston, Gerard E.
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Johnston, William R.
Jolie, Roger H.
Jubbenville, Mary I.
Juliao, Ana V.
Kan, Yuen Kam
Kane, Maureen C.
Kaplan, Morton L.
Kaposy, John S.
Keegan, Robert J.
Keele, Allen R.
Keenan, Breen V.
Keenan, Michael G.
Kefgen, Robert D.
Keindel, Gerald E.
Kelly, David L.
Kelly, Gordon C.
Kelly, Patrick J.
Kenna, David P.
Kennedy, Carol A.
Kennedy, James M.
Kennedy, Mary-Ann
Kennedy, Paul G.
Kennedy, Stephen J.
Kennedy, Terrence J.
Kenney, Vincent R.
Kenny, James P.
Keyes, John M.
Khoury, Frederick P.
K0, Cecilia Wai Yin
Kobe, Mary
Koch, John N.
Kohlmeier, Bernard W.
Kohlmeier, Patricia A.
Kornelsen, Herbert H.
Kosi, Ray J.
Kot, Joseph R.
Kotwas, Gerald F.
Kouroumalos, Constantine
Kouroumalos, Ruby
Kowalski, Joseph E.
Kirwin, John C.
Kizik, Andrew J.
Klukach, Peter A.
Knight, Mary E.
Knuckle, Terrence J.
Kraemer, Joseph J.
Krech, Michael J.
Kristinovich, D.
Kubis, Lloyd V.
Kulbacki, Melvin F.
Kulick, Nestor N.
Kuntz, Philip
Kurosky, Alexander
Kwan, Wah-Cheng
Labute, John P.
Lachowicz, Al R.
Ladouceur, Carol L.
Ladouceur, Nei J.
Laframboise, Elaine T.
Laframboise, Leroy G.
LaFrance, Ronald H.
Iahoud, Emile A.
Laidlaw, Margaret
Laing, William
Lamantia, Anthony J.
Lancop, Denise M.
Lane, Donald D.
Langlois, Joseph P.
Langlois, Norman J.
Lanza, Louis A.
Lapka, Lydia
Laporte, Nelson D.
Lauzon, Kenneth A.
Lavelle, John M.
Lavin, John V.
Leach, Hamish A.
LeBel, John M.
Leddy, Josepo P.
Lee, Hubert
Lee, Ngok Yuen P.
Lefaive, Lionel R.
Lefave, John G.
Leitao, Julia M.
LeMay, John E.
Lemay, Phil J.
Lemieux, Claude C.
Letourneau, Bernard G.
Leveque, Lawrence J.
STUDENT
Levert, Gerald B.
Levine, Gerald J.
Li, Hong Loke
Lis, Gerald W.
Lischeron, Joe F.
Little, Marvin J.
Lo, Hing Har
Lo, Hing Yang
Logan, Sharon G.
Long, Edmund J.
Loselle, Larry V.
Lourette, William G.
Lowery, Philip W.
Lowney, Don C.
Luciani, Antthony J.
Lucier, Kenneth A.
Lugli, Albert G.
Lugli, Alfred A.
Lui, Chung Waug
Lukacs, Francis M.
Lukacs, Helen If
Lukacs, Magdalen M.
Lukos, Nicholas H.
Lundy, Paul J.
Lynch, Gai E.
Lytle, Donald J.
MacKenzie, Richard R.
McAllister, Jame E.
McArthur, Leo A.
McAuley, Violet P.
McCabe, John E.
McCaffery, Christopher C.
McCallum, Norman J.
McCarthy, Justin H.
McCauley, Wesley G.
McChesney, Larry C.
McCool, Thomas G.
McCormick, John G.
McCormick, Lawrence J.
McCutcheon, Wayne L.
McDonald, Charles E.
McDonald, Frederick J.
Macdonald, Margaret Mary
MacDonald, Paul R.
MacDonnel, Katherine M.
MacEwan, Alexander Neil
McGrady, Nola M.
McGinn, James B.
McHugh, Susan
McHugh, Patrick J.
McHugh, Terrence E.
McIntyre, Richard W.
McKeown, Ann
McKernan, Kenneth B.
McKerrow. Robert D.
McLean, Evelyn G.
McLean, Judith E.
McLean, Nancy E.
MacLean, Richard V.
McLewin, David J.
McIister, Elizabeth A.
McMahon, Robert J.
McManus, John C.
McMullen, William J.
McMurrav, Jim T.
McNab, Joannne
McNamara, Joseph P.
McNamara. Leo M.
MacNeil, Bruce P.
McNiven, Robert J.
McNulty, Gerard E.
McPharlin, Anne T.
MacPherson, Helen L.
McTeague, Joseph R.
Madv, Diana M.
Magill, Michael P.
Magrath, Stanley I.
Mahan, Loreen N. (Mrs.)
Mahfood, Saleem N.
Majic, Jerry P.
Makra, George M.
Maksimowich, Oreest B.
Malach, Beverly A.
Malone, Teresa M.
Manherz, Nicholas J.
Manolis, John
Marcella, Paul G.
Marcuz, Edo V.
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Mariotti, Anthony R.
Marleau, Denis R.
Martin, Anne M.
Martin, Mel G.
Mascarin, Nish J.
Masse, Edgar J.
Masse, Isidore, J.
Massey, Allan R.
Massey, Isabel A.
Mathes, Edward J.
Maven, Davvid G.
Mech, Robert
Mech, Robert
Mehenka, Zenon
Melega, Michael O.
Mepham, Constance A.
Merino, Stella
Miller, Charles D.
Miloyevich, John
Miron, John E.
Mitchell, John L.
Mitchell, Michael E.
Moar, Brian A.
Mock, Farrell
Mohan, Patricia
Mokanski, Joseph P.
Molinari, Joseph J.
Monaghan, Mary L.
Moncreiff, Dawn
Monforton, Frank L.
Monforton, Gerard R.
Monforton, Orval Augustin
Mongenais, John C.
Montsch, Mary K.
Moore, Gerald A.
Moore, James R.
Morgan, George P.
Morgan, Robert J.
Morgan, Warren S.
Moriarty, Richard J.
Morin, Robert W.
Morkin, Patrick E.
Moro, Jacqueline G.
Moses, Kathleen
Mularchyk, Edward J.
Mulligan, James T.
Murphy, Louise C.
Murphy, Mary E.
Murphy, Paul G.
Murray, Hugh A.
Murray, John A.
Murray, Joseph J.
Murray, Mary T.
Murray, Michael A.
Murray, Terence P.
Mussio, Albert T.
Mussio, John P.
Nanni, John
Nantais, David M.
Navarro. Antonia
Neely, William G.
Neilson, Charles F.
Nickson, George E.
Nicodemo, Walter U.
Nicholas, Andrew G.
Niederreither, Wilfred R.
Niejadlik, Raymond A.
Nieghbor, Patrick J.
Noel, Virginia E.
Oakes, Joseph W.
O’Brien, Thomas M.
O’Connell, David T.
O’Connell, Donald
O’Connor, Fran J.
O’Connor, Richard J.
O’Donoghue, Barbara H.
Ohannessian. Vartan O.
O’Hara, Sheila E.
Olsen, Gerald W.
Olsen, John M.
O’Malley, Brian R.
O’Neill, Edward C.
O’Neill, Hugh S.
O’Neill, Richard H.
Orczk, Richard J.
O’Reilly, Edward J. .
O’Reilly, Patrick E.
Oselett, David L.
O’Sullivan, Thomas M.
Ottenbrite, Raphael M.
Ouellette, Carl R.
Ouellette, Rino L.
Owens, Peggy
Ozimek, Edward E.
Paling, Leo J.
Paliwoda, Morris
Papineau, Annette L.
Pare, Clarence L.
Pare, Ernest S.
Parent, Erwin D.
Parent, Joyce A.
Paroian, Leon
Paslaski, Jenny H.
Pastovich, Joseph
Patrick, Ronald B.
Pattison, Morley A.
Panlik, M.
Payer, Pierre N.
Peach, David J.
Pearce, Helen M.
Pearson, Jack C.
Pegler, William L.
Peltier, Constance R.
Pennachetti, Lous P.
Pennington, David A.
Pennington, Paul W.
Percy, Charles W.
Pereira, Diane Y.
Pernal, Andrew B.
Pfaff, Richard A.
Pfaff, Ronald G.
Pflanzner, Allen F.
Pfaneuf, Marcel M.
Philchuk, Fred
Piccinin, Nillo A.
Pignal, Pascal J.
Pintur, Joseph P.
Plamondon, Robert P.
Poirier, Henry J.
Poirier, Leger P.
Poisson, Roger U.
Pope, Patrick J.
Popovic, Bogdan
Potter, Gary F.
Potvin, Gerald L.
Power, Robert E.
Power, Victor M.
Power, William P.
Pradziad, Mary Alice
Pratt, John L.
Primeau, Ray P.
Prince, Michael W.
Prokipcak, Joseph M.
Pulleyblank, William L.
Punch, Joanne C.
Punchard, Craig C.
Purvis, Wilma J.
Puscas, John A.
Quenneville, Gerard C.
Quesnel, Vincent E.
Quinlan, Mary Clare
Quinlan, Ruth Marie
Radford, Gerald F.
Raper, Joseph D.
Rayson, Hugh R.
Rayzak, Suzanne
Recine, Thomas
Reguly, George
Reid, Thomas
Renaud, Paul
Ricciuto, William J.
Rice, Norman
Richard, Elizabeth
Richard, Pierre
Richman, Marvin
Riddoch, Edward
Ridley, Sandra
Riedl, Ernest
Rigamonti, James
Rizak, Eugene
Roberts, Arthur
Roberts, Lawrence
Robertson, Donald
Robertson, James
Roche, Michael
Roddy, William
 Rodriguez, Ivan
Roman, Frederick
Rosenbaum, Ashur
Ross, John
Ross, William
Rouble, Ambrose
Rouble, John
Rowe, Sylvia
Rudkin, David
Russell, Marilynne
Ryan, Daniel
Rybicki, Paul
St. German, Robert
St. Pierre, Carl
Sabga, Edward
Salagh, Richard
Salem, Shia
Sandrin, Lucio
Sanfilppo, Joseph
Sanko, John J.
Santala, Roy
Saunders, John
Savchetz, Leda
Swatzky, John
Sawyer, Donno
Sbrolla, Domonic
Scarff, Bryson
Schifferli, Roger
Schmidt, Frederick
Schrot, Nancy
Schroth, Sally
Schubert, Roman
Schwanneke, John
Secord, Hugh
Seguin, Claudette
Sehl, William
Seidel, Eric
Semenchuk, Steve
Semeniuk, Stephen
Semp0wski, John
Serbanievici, Val
Shapiro, Leo
Sheedy, Patrick
Sheehan, Bernard
Sheridan, Joseph E.
Sherman, Michael
Shery, Robert
STUDENT
Shoniker, Thomas
Shulman, Soloman
hunock, Frank
Shunock, George
Sigmund, Walter
Sikich, Rosemarie
Siller, Nicholas
Silver, Harvey
Simla, Ekkehard
Simons, Robert
Sines, Donald
Skorupinski, Slawomir
Slock, Harold
Slavik, Steven
Sloan, Patrick
Smith, Charles
Smith, Garth
Smith, Paul
Smuczok, Mildred
Smuczok, Olga
Snyder, Terrance
Solosky, Kenneth
Soteros, George
Spang, Michael
Stauth, Ronald
Eteel, Ian
Steers, Ronald
Stephan, William
Sterzer, Albert
Stewart, John B.
Stewart, Muriel
Stolarchuk, Shirley
Stone, Donald
Storoniak, Edward
Stortini, Robert
Stout, Lawrence
Stoyanovich, Robert
Stoyka, William
Stoyshin, Nick
Stutz, Eugene
Sullivan, Gregory
Sullivan, Joseph A.
Sullivan, Martin
Suwnski, Paul
Suznevich, John
Sweet, Frank
Sylvestre, Francine
PATRONS
Syron, Bernard
Talbot, Marilyn
Tam, Bing Yiu
Tam, Chin Chav
Tam, Kwan-Hon
Tamm, Eric
Tarcia, Anita
Taylor, Donald
Taylor, Thomas
Testani, Dominic
Thibault, Hilbert
Thibault, James
Thompson, David
Thomson, Paul
Tiefenbach, Katherine
Tiernan, Thomas
Timm, Donald
Tines, Nikolaus
Todd, William
Todesco, Camilla
Toews, Ernest
Toews, Henry
Tofflemire, Kay
Tomchuck, William
Tousignant, Shirley
Tracey, Brian
Tremblay, Carl
Tremblay, Vincent
Trothen, Allan
Trovato, Sandra
Trutwin, Frank
Tuite, Patricia
Turner, Thomas
Turton, George
Vacratsis, Philippos
Vadori, Loretta L.
Valcic, Ante
Valentine, Paul
Valentini, Rickie
Van Raay, John
Verhoeven, John
Victor, Mary Ann
Vincent, Edward
Vitali, Bob
Vuckovic, Milorad
Wachhaas, Raymond
Wagenberg, Ronald
Walker, Ann
Walker, Donald
Walsh, Jay
Warden, Allen
Waters, Philip
Watters, Ralph
Weale, Gerald
Wearne, Thomas
Weaver, James
Wei, Paul
Weiler, Arthur
Welacky, Peter
Welsh, Robert
Westgate, Mary
Whelan, Dennic
White, George
White, Mari
White, Raymond
Wiesner, Charles
Wightman, Bruce
Willaughan, Bing
Wilson, Peter
Wilson, William
Wintermute, Gary
Wintonyk, Shirley
Witzel, Ronald
Wong, Shue Shum
Wood, Robert
Woodall, Richard
Wylie, Keitha
Yam, Yeu Kwan
Yan, Yuen-Fai
Yau, Joseph
Young, Patrick
Yu, Hon Sum
Yuzpe, Albert
Zade, Kenneth
Zelicskovis, Joseph
Zemla, Ed
Zettlemoyer, Nancy
Ziemiawski, Joseph J.
Zilli, Lawrence
Zima, Gerald
Zwaresh, Lorne
We specialize in . . .
HERTZ
Rent-a-Car System
Formal Attire for All Occasions
SUITS and DRESSES
DUDDY’S CUSTOM SAON 185 pARK ST_ WEST
472 Pelissier Street Phone CL 3-1327
  
Compliments from
. . J. BROCHERT A
ND COMPANY
le Products Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF SOAPS, DETERGENTS,
WAXES AND POLISHES
“ANITATION FOR HEALTH
824 Tecumseh Road East
CL 2-7943 - CL 6-3191
1057 Felix Avenue
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Creative Printing
A Complete Art Department
Full Colour Work Our Specialty
Sumner Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd.
120 Ferry St. CL 4-8678 Dial CL 4-2953
BRYSON’S for Prescriptions
Sandwich at Mill — Windsor
Dial CL 4-3820
 
Compliments of
COMPLIMENTS OF
FERRON PHARMACY
5589 Tecumseh Rd. East
Sandwich East, Ont. Tel. WH 5-2042
Marentette’s Book Store
Phone CL 3-8992 Windsor
Compliments of Rowland & O’Brien Ltd.
People’s Credit Jewellers Try Our
307 Ouellette Ave. TAYSTEE BREAD
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 2260 University Ave. W. Phone CL 4-4721
White Laundry & Dry Cleaning
of Windsor Ltd.
42 Years of Complete Laundry & Cleaning Service
PICK-UP & DELIVERY
Compliments of
WICKHAM’S MEN’S WEAR
  
286 Ouellette Ave. Cash & Carry
2 Hr., 8 Hr. & 24 Hr. Service
CL 34422 CL 4—3213 938 Wyandotte E.
      
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
Otters Greetings and Best Wishes
to
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
On its Growth and Extension
Aimed at ottering additional educational opportunity
to the Windsor area
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION. 1958
ELECTED TRUSTEES
Ward I .................................................................................. B. Nichols
Ward II ........................................................ G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
Ward III ........................................ H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.Sc.
Ward IV ................................................................ G. M. Grant, Q.C.
Ward V ................................................................................ D. W. Gray
APPOINTED TRUSTEES
By the Windsor Separate By the Elected Trustees for
School Board Vocational School Purposes
M. G. Brick, D.D.S. J. G. Craig
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. J. C. Lawler   Page One Hundred Twenty-six
Right now Ford ol‘ Canada is
thinking about you and studying for
your future. This is because we think
ﬁrst of people. then of ears.
One day you'll be going to an
automobile shoyy room. When that
day comes. \ye‘ll be there \\ ith the ear
that meets your needs. lior\\i1hin the
lord family ol‘ line cars. you \yill
aluays lind a car that is right l‘or you
and your way 01‘ life.
FORD
MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA,
LIMITED
   
  
Compliments of ED GOYEAU & SONS CO. LTD.
MODERN CLEANERS
CL 4-3123 795 Caron
801 Louis Avenue Phone CL 3-5574
 
Compliments
Millinoff J. Paper Stock
 
Murphy Tobacco Ltd.
 
1730 Howard Avenue Phone CL 3'3733 656 University Street West CL 3-6351
T H E PARE ELECTRIC COMPANY
Power and Light Installations
T' ARTHUR SEASL U I Industrial—C
ommercial‘Residential
T D O S REPAIRS — ALTERA
TIONS
ADVERTISING ART S
atisfaction Assured
12 h R d E Ph L -3147Ofﬁce CL 3_2324 9 Tecumse oa
ast one C 6
0 Layout 0 l. t
0 Lettering amp "mm s
of
0 Retouching
. Illustrations Red and Russ
Canada Trust Bldg. Windsor, Ontario 2053 Wyandotte St. W
est CL 2-7422
 
Dedication. . .
In sincere dedication to Dr. J. E. Hett, who for many
years served the people of this community. Who inspired
them with his courage and willingness to give of himself to
the health of his fellow men and his innate love of that giving.
 
A man who truly exemplifies the virtues of a fine man: Loyal-
ty, strength, merit, efficacy, valor, and who had a deep ad-
miration for humanity, and in return was loved and admired
by all.
by his Grand Niece
Mrs. Beatrice Hett Lesperance
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 —above all . . .
THE RCAF
 
    
   
  
  
 
  
    
   
  
H
Big Business
 
l-
The RCAF is Canada’s
biggest business — em-
ploying some $70,000
people and operating a
billion dollar organiza-
tion. It is a dynamic and
expanding one in which
applcation, knowledge and
initiative are recognized
and fully rewarded.
The aircrew officer works
with the most advanced
equipment — equipment
that demands in its opera-
tion people with a devel-
oped capacity for learning.
time of Decision
As a young man about to
graduate from university
you will soon be deciding
upon your future. This de—
cision if it is to be a sound
one will require your care—
ful assessment of all avail—
able opportunities, as well
as your own potential.
The Royal Canadian Air
Force has always offered
challenging opportunities
in air crew which have at
tracted university gradu-
ates from all faculties. To-
day, almost without ex-
ception, the officers in
senior air force appoint—
ments are degree men,
most of whom have risen
to their present positions
after entering the RCAF
as pilots or observers.
With the expanded role,
the advances being made
in flying techniques and
the heavier demands be-
ing placed on executive
officers, the RCAF now
offers even a greater chal-
lenge to the young man
with a university back-
ground.
See Your Career
Counsellor Today.
 
i
\
Reorultlng Unit
i
\Recruiting Unit 1
665 Ouellette Ave
Windsor
CL 3-6326
 
THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
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"Distinctive Furniture Costs No Morew
But Retains Its Attractiveness Longer”
BERNHARDT’S LTD.
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
1645 Wyandotte S. E. Phone CL 4-7568
Peck Insurance Agency
Congratulations
Established 1898
CL 3-6992 WH 5-3405
O’HALLORAN ELECTRIC
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL LIGHTING
SPECIALIZE IN FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
CL 2-8095 24 Hours Service
COMPLIMENTS OF
SPIC & SPAN
CLEANERS —— LAUNDERERS
“Our Cleaning is an Art”
SEVEN SMART STORES TO SERVE YOU!
  
C. A. MADY & SONS, LTD.
Home of Modern Furniture, Televisions
Appliances and Carpeting
Open Daily 9 :00 a.m. to 9:00 pm.
Phone WH 5-1117
4735 Tecumseh Rd. E. at Pillette
151 Tecumseh Rd. W.
BRYANT PATTERN & MFG. CO. LTD.
SALES & SERVICE
For Automatic Heating With
OIL — GAS STOCKER FURNACES
449 Shepherd E. CL 2-7275
For Your Viewing Pleasure . . .
CKLW—TV
ONCHANNEL9
And for Your Listening Pleasure . . .
C K LW A M and F M
800 on Your Radio Dial
ODAY, the opportunities offered by Canada are greater than ever be-
fore. And, in step with these opportunities, our country’s need for col-
lege graduates is equally great.
From the records established by previous students of Assumption University, we know
there are none better trained in their chosen fields than you who are graduating this
year. With such schooling, you can look forward with confidence to making important
contributions to the broader horizons that lie ahead.
We are pleased to have this opportunity of saying a friendly “Hello” to each of you.
With God’s blessings, may you assume your individual place in Canada’s great future
with the confidence your schooling warrants.
Bendix-Eclipse of, Canada, Ltd.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
SUBSIDIARY OF ':.-;;AVIA pigment.” V
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IN CANADA
....IHE FORWARD IOOK IS ANOTHER NAME FOR PROGRESS
One look at any of the five exciting new Forward Look cars as
I it rounds a corner and flashes brilliantly down the street is enough
to convince you. Progress . . . and the Forward Look do mean
virtualy the same thing.
But this progress, as exemplified by the Forward Look is not
confined only to the great advances in automotive styling with
which you are familiar: It is expressed in many ways, and in many
areas of Canadian life.
The Forward Look is symbolic of the dynamic growth that has
made this nation rich with opportunity in every field of human
endeavour.
CHRYSLER CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED
Page One Hundred Thirty-one      
        
ADRIENS COFFEE SHOP
The Home of Good Foods
198 Pitt Street West Phone CL 4-6617
HALMO Jewellery Store
1368 Ottawa Street Phone CL 3-1508
BEARCAT HOME APPLIANCES
Television - Refrigerators - Washers - Ranges
680 Wyandotte Street E. Phone CL 3-6353
BRIDGE SODA BAR
2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
Vince La Fontaine, Prop.
HERBERT WINCH
Building and General Contractor
Repairs - Alterations
Residential, Commercial, Industrial
564 WINDSOR AVE. CL 2-3431
Laurence Bernhardt Interiors
DECORATORS
Custom Drapery Service
Phone CL 4-8064 1825 Wyandotte St. E.
CAMPUS RESTAURANT
& RECREATION CENTRE
2505 Wyandotte W. CLearwater' 6-3571
HANDEE
PLASTIC MATERIALS
0 Plexiglas
0 Vinyl
OAcetate
O Rod—Tubing
Fabrication of All Kinds
543 Rankin CL 3-4094
CLARK TRAVEL SERVICE
0
76 UNIVERSITY AVE. W. CL 4-4397
Compliments of
Williams Kosher Meat Market
475 Wyandotte Street East
Windsor, Ontario
Compliments of
CHICKEN COURT
CL 2-7226
531 Pelissier Street—Next to Y.M.C.A.
MEYERS STUDIO
PORTRAITS — WEDDINGS
Child Studies -— Graduations & Passports
CL 4-5444 596 Ouellette
Katherine’s Beauty Salon
Our Aim is Perfection
Specializing in HAIRSTYLING & COSMETOLOGY
Evening Appointments I
Stretch the Buying Power of Your Beauty Dollar
Free Parking
816 Pillette WH 8-2021
F. E. DAYUS COMPANY
BONDED ROOFING
2465 Howard CL 4-7571
Triangle Contracting Co. Ltd.
Steel Erectors - Building Contractors
General Contractors - Caulking
Industrial, Commercial, Domestic
CRANE RENTALS
All Types of Welding
1711 Moy CL 4-6001 JOHN WEBBCLASS RINGS—SILER TROPHY CUPSDiamonds—Watches—JewelleryImported English Silverware and China552-556 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ontario Page One Hundred Thirty-two  
  
“TEACH ME GOODNESS’
DISCIPLINE & KNOWLEDGE”
(Inscription taken from the east elevation
of the New University Library Building)
WOODALL CONSTRUCTION LTD.
General Contractors
WINDSOR, ONT.
  Page One Hundred Thirty~three 
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J. T. LABADIE' LTD.
CADILLAC BUICK PONTIAC
VAUXHALL
465 Goyeau St. Windsor, Ontario
PHIL LARSH JR.
Sales Representative
Bus. CL 4-6491 Res. CL 2—9036
 
Compliments
HOTEL DIEU
OF
ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL
OF NURSING
E. T. LAFRAMBOISE
Pontiac, Buick, G.M.C. Trucks
Amherstburg Ontario
R Y A N
BUILDERS SUPPLIES, LTD.
210 DETROIT STREET
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
 
Compliments of
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS ASSOCIATION
Compliments of
P O O L E ’ S
Quality Fish
101 WYANDOTTE STREET WEST   
Compliments of
PEOPLE’S FRUIT MARKET
2109 Wyandotte W. CL 3-3302
The Original
VETERAN CAB 0F WINDSOR LTD.
24 HOUR SERVICE
Equipped with 2-Way Radio
Michigan Licenses
308 Wyandotte E. CL 6-2621     Page One Hundred Thirty—four  
 CANADA’S
GROWTH—STRENGTH—AND HEALTH
ASK THE FINEST
Our answer is this mark
ICANADA
“a
a
PACKERS
 
f b
FINE5\
Wherever you see this Canada Packers’ pledge
of finest quality you have assurance that
everything is being done that our research
people—our supplierS—our plant people—
our distributors can do to give you the very
best possible products of their kinds.
Maple Leaf Meats-—Poultry-—Eggs—Butter—Cheese
‘Maple Leaf Pre-Packaged Frozen Meats
Maple Leaf Soaps and Detergents
York Canned and Frozen Foods
Margene Margarine Domestic Shortening
o o o . o o a o a o o a o o o u o a o o o c u o o u o . n a a o o n o n o a o a o u n o  
CANADA PACKERS
’\
\
\.
  Compliments ofUNION GAS COMPANY LIMITEDOF CANADAWINDSOR, ONTARIO   Page One Hundred Thirty-five  
       
Compliments of
WONDER BAKERIES LIMITED
Bakers of Wonder Bread, Cakes, Sweet Goods & Pies
Decorated Cakes for Every Occasion
337 Salter Avenue Phone CL 4-5107
L. M. ROSEN
General Insurance —— Real Estate
MORRIS BLVD.
CL 2-7279 CL 2-7314
VETS CLEANERS
congratulate
Assumption University of Windsor
704 Felix Ave. CL 6-5484
CANADA STORAGE CO. LTD.
CANADA & U.S.A
Agent for MAYFLOVVER Local and Long
CL 4-9895
If Line Busy Call CL 4-9642 1112 Dufferin Pl.
BART EVON FURNITURE
We Have the KROEHLER Line
“Add New Life to Your Home Life”
Headquarters for Newlyweds & To-Be-Weds
No. 18 Highway, LaSalle
RE 4-7851
Compliments of
Bob Agnew Appliances
NECCHI SEWING MACHINES
419 Pelissier St. CL 4-2571
COMPLIMENTS OF
WALKERVILLE MEN’S SHOP
CLOTHING FOR MEN
1600 Wyandotte Street E.
BAILLIE’S MUSIC CENTRE
RECORDS—PHONOS—MUSIC
Wray Rutledge
Phone CL 2-0369
Jim Baillie
320 Pelissier St.
Singer Sewing Machine Company
Mr. Vanthournout, Mgr.
481 Ouellette Avenue CL 4-5157
 
Compliments of
HAMILTON’S DRUG STORE
1502 University W. Phone CL 4-3902
Devine Brothers Equipment
TOOLS — EQUIPMENT
Sales and Rentals
144 Aylmer Ave. Phone CL 2-7614
CANADA BREAD CO. LTD.
1031 WALKER ROAD
CL 4-2589
Compliments from
(TOOTS) MERESKY FURNITURE
971 Wyandotte St. E. CL 4-6269
An Old Alumnus of Assumption
  
MORRIS TINSMITH
Sheet Metal Work
Eavestroughs and Furnace Works
888 Drouillard CL 4-3798
Compliments of
Zimmerman Dancing School
2037 Wyandotte W. CL 3-2266
Say It With Flowers . . .
Compliments
WINDSOR RETAIL FLORISTS
ASSOCIATION
TO THE CLASS OF 58   Page One Hundred Thirty-six   
Holy Redeemer
College
Holy Redeemer College is the major se-
minary of the Redemptorist Fathers for
English—speaking Canada. It is located at
925 Cousineau Road West, just off Huron
Line, about 5 miles from the University
Campus.
Courses comprise 4 years of philosophy
and arts, and 4 years of theology,
The College is staffed by 13 Redemptorist
priests who teach the courses of theology,
philosophy and arts. Economics, biology
and French are taken at University and
Essex Colleges.
   
The New Home of Holy Redeemer College
The new College was designed by Barry Byrne and Parks of Evanston, Illinoise.
Structural, mechanical and electrical drawings for its construction were drawn
up by Mr. Charles E. Gillin of London, Ontario. Eastern Construction Comp-
any, Windsor, erected the building.
Built of concrete block with brick face and limestone trim, the College com-
prises seven distinct units, and covers an area of 108,700 square feet. Tower
and cross rise 108 ft. 6 in. above grade level. Fifty-seven students are in res-
idence this year; there are accomodations at the present time for eighty-one.
The library has a capacity of 50,000 volumes.
The Redemptorists are a Congregation of priests and brothers founded in
Italy in the year 1732 by St. Alphonsus Mary de Liguori, Doctor of the Church.
Their principal work is the preaching of missions, retreats and other extra-
ordinary preaching assignments. For this purpose Redemptorists in English-
speaking Canada maintain some 30 parishes and foundations with a rapidly
growing mission field in Japan.
 
Holy Redeemer College is the Seminary of the Redemptorist Fathers   ’ t, _> g.
Students at Holy Redeemer come from
every province in the Dominion and upon
completion of studies will be assigned to
mission work in one of the Redemtorist
centers from St. John's, Newfoundland
to Vancouver, BC. Some will be sent to
Japan, some will be posted for further
study at universities in America or Europe.
Holy Redeemer College is very happy to
be part of the new Assumption University
of Windsor and intends to contribute in
every possible way to the caliber, growth
and prestige of the University.
Very Rev. G. Owens, C.Ss.R.
President
 Page One Hundred Thirty-seven   
      
Compliments of
CONFEDERATION COAL & COKE
3510 Russell Street
Windsor, Ontario
CL 3-5214
BRANCHEAU HARDWARE
25821 Van Born Detroit, Mich.
PITHE ELECTRIC LTD.
Electrical Contractors
—- We Specialize in Lighting —
INDUSTRIAL—COMMERCIAL WIRING
1285 Marentette CL 6-4981
McKEE MORRISON ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.
866 Tecumseh Rd. E.
AFTER HOURS
Alex Morrison—120 Glidden, Riverside—WE 5-4366
Andrew McKee—2898 Alexandra—CL 3-7154
CL 6-3138
Congratulations to the
Grads of “58”
from
Windsor Hotelmen Association
Prince Edward Hotel
Norton Palmer Hotel
COMPLIMENTS OF
LEN KANE’S
“Man About Town Shop”
Headquarters for All Collegiate Styles
OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT
316 Pelissier St. CL 2-1733
1321 Ottawa St. CL 4-7100
 
Best Wishes of
WALKERVILLE BAKERY
1767 Wyandotte E.
CL 4-1901
ERIE Paint & Wallpaper Ltd.
GLIDDEN PAINTS
670 Goyeau CL 6-5406
 
ROY and HUEBERT LTD.
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Spray Painters
1445 Tecumseh E. CL 6-3151
   
   
Sign of
good taste.
"Mo- an. no
COCA-COLA lTD.   Page One Hundred Thirty-eight  
    
Mayor M. Patrick and students from Assumption University of Windsor, admiring the 1957 Year Book.
Compliments of
MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICK
I am grateful for the opportunity given me to extend the con—
gratulations and best wishes of the people of the city of Windsor
to Assumption University of Windsor.
Windsor and Essex County is indeed fortunate in having
educational facilities of such high standards to meet the ever
increasing demands for higher education for our boys and girls.
As you continue to grow and expand in accordance with
accepted university practice by affiliating with liberal arts col-
leges and by adding new courses, you will continue to merit the
respect and admiration of all our citizens.
Controllers:
W. Ernest Atkinson
Mrs. C. H. Montrose
R. M. Fuller
Dr. Roy Perry, 17.1.3.9.
Aldermen:
Archie Munroe
W. Fairlie
D. C. O’Brien
0. M. Stonehouse
Bernard Newman
Aldermen:
W. C. Riggs
Lorne Rogers
W. John Wheelton
Maurice L. Belanger
John Charlton
Page One Hundred Thirty—nine      
      
VVOODALL GOLF RANGE
AND PAR 3 COURSE
18 Hole Pitch & Putt Golf Course (18 Par 3 Holes)
40 Tee Golf Range
10 Tee Winter School—18 Hole Miniature Course
Complete Line of New & Used Golf Clubs & Bags
Charlie Warren, prop.
2450 DOUGALL CL 3-9480
BORDER CITY WIRE & IRON
LIMITED
961 Walker Road CL 6-3411
Compliments of
Evelyn Margaret Dress Shop
3222 SANDWICH STREET WEST
“Where the Customer Is King” . . .
CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS
CL 2-2009 54 Wyandotte W. at Ouellette
W. J. BELL PAPER CO. LTD.
Branches Across Ontario
135 Church CL 4-4061
A. LOMARDO AND SON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
0 Industrial
0 Commercial
0 Residential Construction
1659 Benjamin CL 2-5230
The Corset Shop
Wear a Fabulous Enhance
CL 4-6484
Main Floor MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
1011 OUELLETTE
G. A. Ingram Co. (Canada) Ltd.
Compliments of
BORDER PRESS
128 Ferry St. CL 3-3591  
AUTOMOTIVE AND RADIO SUPPLIES
MACHINE SHOP SERVICE
Bowman-Anthony. L'l'd.
W'INDSOR—CHATHAM—SARNIA
COMPLIMENTS
OF
WINDSOR HOTEL SUPPLY
RICHMAN CLOTHES
“For the Sharpest Drapes in Town”
1235 Ottawa St. Next to the Kent Theatre
Compliments of
FLORIDA FRUITLAND
1412 Wyandotte East
CL 3-0919
Compliments of . . .
QUALITY MARKET
3210 Sandwich St. West CL 3-3254
Compliments of . . .
GIRARDS
ALandLEO
to
Assumption University of Windsor
866 Erie St. E. CL 6-1895
ORIGINALS BY
E D I T T A
DRESSMAKER—DESIGNE’R
N0 Pattern Necessary
EDITTA JAPUNCIC "
1802 Gladstone CL 4-5342  Page One Hundred Forty  
  
WINDSOR PLUMBING
and
HEATING COMPANY
LIMITED
Plumbing & Heating Contractors & Mechanical
Engineers
705 Glengarry CL 6-5401    Page One Hundred Forty-one  
        
.
I EASTERN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY LIMITED
 
GENERAi CONTRACTORS
«'5 MT. PLEASANT ROAD AIRPORT ROAD
TORONTO ‘ masses:
:9
   
e!
  
BEST WISHES
to
All the Students
at
Assumption University of Windsor
from
“SMITH’S”
Windsor’s Largest Department Store
GREETINGS!
Don. BROWN,MJ).
ESSEX WEST
For all
your banking
requirements
IMPERIAL
@BANKM
F. J. Dorschell, Manager
Sandwich Branch
There are seven branches to serve
you in the Windsor district.
Two Essential Services
HYDRO — WATER
furnished by
The Windsor Utilities
Commission
   
Compliments of
Brown’s Silk Shoppes
WINDSOR—CHATHAM——SARNIA
LEAMINGTON—ST. THOMAS
Lakehead Motors Ltd.
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH - FARGO
Sales and Service
Port Arthur and Fort William, Ont.  Page One Hundred Forty-two  
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BAR-B-Q SPARERIBS OR CHICKEN
ENTIRELY AND DELICIOUSLY
DIFFERENT
For Delivery Service (25¢ Minimum Charge)
58 Park St. E. Call CL 4-7717
Opposite Tunnel Car Exit
WINDSOR — CANADA
Try Our BREAKFAST SPECIAL — Always Open
Compliments of
Grinnell Bros. Music
House
1430 Tecumseh E. CL 3-7750
OSBORNE LUMBER CO.
Lumber and Millwork—~Coal and Coke
MILL ST. and HURON LINE ,
Phone CL 4-4383
Compliments of
HARRY GRAY
PROPRIETOR
To the Class of “58”
Ottawa Street at Moy 
BEST WISHES . . .
From an alumnus who
looks with pride upon
the progress of
Assumption University
of Windsor.
*
PURITY DARIES LTD.
 
Windsor Body & Fender
Limited
M. F. Bernachi - Res. WH 5-4527
H. L. Bernachi - Res. WH 5-8261
COMPLETE AUTO TRIMMING .& GLASS
SPRAY PAINTING & DUCO ENAMEL
COLLISION WORK
Estimates Free
Call CL 6-4953
280 BRIDGE AT LONDON
 
THOMSON PRODUCE
ESSEX COUNTY FOOD
DISTRIBUTORS
Office: Producers Cold Storage Bldg.
1518 Mercer Street
Windsor — Ontario
Page One Hundred Forty-four    
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Iron Fireman Stokers
Reduce Your Fuel Costs ~ Save Labour
Plumbing—Heating—Aii' Conditioning
JEFF KEARN LTD.
342 Park St. West CL 3-3636
McIntyre Upholsterng
REPAIRING—RECOVERING~REFINISHING
Custom Built Furniture
Phone CL 3-3937 161 Sandwich St. W., Windsor
NATIONAL PAINTING
& DECORATING LTD.
BRUSH & INDUSTRIAL SPRAY
Painting Contractors
725 WYANDOTTE EAST
CL 3-1715 and CL 2—3321
SOUTH WINDSOR CAB
TAXI STAND AT
Elmwood Hotel & Dorwin Centre
AMERICAN LICENCES
24 HOUR SERVICE—CL 3-3588
2258 CHARL
Compliments of
Bellvue Tavern
George Bacon, Prop.
Phone CL 3-9471   
Luigi’s Congratulates . . .
Assumption University of Windsor
LUIGI’S SPAGHETTI HOUSE
RR. 1 Huron Line CL 4-6369
CHALMERS BROS. SERVICE
IMPERIAL ESSO DEALERS
CL 4-8422
CL 2-2043
92 Erie E.
2260 Tecumseh E.
Compliments of
Strong Meat Market
3010 Tecumseh East  Page Once Hundred Forty-five     
       
Lessons Summer and Winter
FIRTH BROS. LIMITED
“Direct Importers of British Woolens”
Phone CL 3-6952 256 Ouellette Ave.
 
BEATTY WASHER STORE
SALES & SERVICE
Parts for All Makes
671 Wyandotte E. CL 3-3557
BARBARA WOOD LIMITED
504 Victoria Avenue—Windsor
CL 3-6341
DIRECI‘ MAIL ADVERTISING
TELEPHONE ANSWERING—SECRETARIAL
Compliments from
TAM O’SHANTER
CLOTHES FOR MEN
For Made to Measure and Ready to Wear
Clothes of Distinction
WYANDOTTE STREET NEAR BRIDGE
Wright’s TEMPLE of SERVICE
505-515 East Hancock, Detroit
Telephone TEmple 1-2816
 
WYANDOTTE SERVICE STATION
406 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST AT CHURCH
CL 6-3938
Compliments of
SIRE SHOP FOR MEN
2180 Wyandotte W. Windsor
 
333 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ont.
Telephone CL 3-7411
SHOES—SPORTING GOODS—LUGGAGE
  
  
COMPLIMENTS
OF
WINDSOR PACKING
CO . LTD.
Compliments of
KAPLAN’S FURNITURE
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
1623 Wyandotte St. E. Phone CL 3-8500
 
TRIANGLE CONTRACTING
CO. LTD.
Specialists In
STEEL ERECTION
STEEL SASH DOORS AND OPERATORS
1711 Moy CL 4-6001
Milneﬂ
7 _
 
   
  
Your Health is Your Wealth
Insure it with B. E. VOEGELIN Agencies
thru-out Southwest Ontario
PEERLESS STEEL CO. LTD.
Hot and Cold Rolled Plates, Sheets, Strips
Angles, Flats and Round
Custom Shearing
Breaking — Rolling
1319 McDougall CL 4-2587
For the BEST MEATS Ask for
F L A V O R T I T E
Hams—Wieners—Bacon—Lunch Meats
Made by ESSEX PACKERS LTD.
Windsor Hamilton  Page One Hundred Forty-six  
    
   
    
  
    
  
     
    
  
MEDICAL ARTS
. DISPENSARYFor Better
 
PRESCRIPTIONS
Motorized Delivery Service
SQTDICQ . . . 1011 Ouellette CL 2-1193
E V E R Y D A Y Also Operating—
CALL MALLETT’S PHARMACY
478' W d tt E. 'H 8-1511STERLING 0 Woe W
(AT LAWRENCE)
 
   GROCERIES MEATSCL 3-3831 CL 3-5842
CL 2—7241
For MASONRY UNITS SERVICE MARKET
READY-MIX CONCRETE
and all your
BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
480 LONDON STREET WEST
D. MATHESON—C. SINCLAIR
STERLING MATERIALS Proprietors
     
Compliments of Windsor & Detroit Tunnel
  
11111
.| r "Lac, .1 .
H I ‘ I 11 . u i" ‘ m. . ,
5;;— f ,,
yum-y‘- ‘ . . - ‘‘"——-’"_D_E
_.._._... -
WINDSOR-DETROIT AUTO TUNNEL
 
The Only International Sub-Aqueous Vehicular
Tunnel In The World
Directly Connecting Downtown Windsor \Vith Downtown Detroit
Page One Hﬁndred Forty-seven
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Compliments of
Empire Hanna Coal
Division
THE M. A. HANNA co.
3304 RUSSELL STREET
Coal For Every Purpose
Best Wishes
Stafford Foods Ltd.
TORONTO, CANADA
Leaders in Fine Foods
HUSSEY
PLUMBING, HEATING & VENTILATING
L I M I T E D
J. M. Hussey, President
2117 Forest Ave. Windsor CL 2—2156
Compliments to
Assumption University of Windsor
from
Borden Milk Distributors  
A Good Name in Windsor for More Than 50 Years
),’5
OUELLETTE AVE. at London St. - CL 4-2505
OUELLETTE AVE. at Wyandottte St. - CL 4-2507
WYANDOTTE ST. E. at Hall Ave. - CL 4—1334
OUELLETTE AVE. at Shepherd St. - CL 4-2272
OUELLETTE AVE. at Giles Blvd. - CL 4-1023
WYANDOTTE ST. at Partington - CL 6-2695
OTTAWA ST., 1341 - - - - - — - CL 3—8828
“There’s One Near You”
Compliments of
PARAMOUNT WINDSOR THEATRES
LIMITED
Operating the
CAPITOL - PALACE - TIVOLI
PARK and CENTRE
THEATRES
SINCE 1906
NASSR FRUIT CO.
WINDSOR
    
  
GREYHOUND
is your best travel buy
for lowest fares . . . mos! scenic have"
 
0' FREQUENT
SCHEDULES
- DOLLAR-SAVING
FARES
- WONDERFUL
COMFORT
‘ GREYHOUND TERMINAL
,, 44 LONDON
' ST. E.
CL 4-7575
      Page One Hundred Forty-eight  
 This Book Printed
by
@771: minimum ﬂatly Sim:
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
CL 6-5511
 
WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE
R. J. SERVICE, Principal
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
 
We Specialize in
Advanced Business Education
Member: Business Educators’ Association of Canada
BANK OF MONTREAL BUILDING
15 Chatham St. E. Windsor, Ont.
Phone CL 3-4921
Page One Hundred Forty-nine    
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Compliments from
Donald Fielding and C0.
*
4315 SEMINOLE
WH 5-2351
Compliments to
Assumption University of Windsor
from
RENDEZVOUS TAVERN
A. Whitley Limited
Royal Electric, Office and Portable
Typewriters
A Office Machines, Equipment and Systems
_*_
86 Chatham St. W. CL 3-5231
Compliments of . . .
WHITE
R E S T A U R A N T
and
“THE ELBOW ROOM”
“Windsor’s Finest”
Phone CL 2-8084 33 Pitt St. E.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO  
Nothing Equals the Glamour
Of a FINE LAZARE FUR
Over the years Lazare’s has been known as
specialist in Fine Furs offering only outstand-
ing quality, authentic styling—Furs fashioned
by experts, surprisingly moderate in prices.
And, you have the advantage of a very large
selection from which to choose.
LAZARE’S FURS
493 Ouellette Ave., Windsor
Compliments of
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE LTD.
London - Windsor - Chatham
SCHOOL OUTFITTERS
“The right equipment for every sport”
Compliments
“THE MACCAB-EES”
Insurance With a Heart
ALEX SAMUEL
*
CL 3-7125 — CL 3-8804
137 Ouellette Ave. Windsor
COMPLIMENTS OF
BANVVELL’S BETTER BAGGAGE
SELLING QUALITY LUGGAGE AND LEATHER
GOODS FOR OVER 50 YEARS
We Invite You to Visit Our Store
494 PELLISSIER
Owned and Operated by Alumni CL 4-2982
Cliff A. Blonde, Clayt S. Blonde Windsor, Ont.
  I Page One Hundred Fifty
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Sincerest Best Wishes
0f
W. J. McCANCE & SON
321 Ouellette Avenue
CL 3-6151
REGAL PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
0 SUPER KEM-TONE O BRUSHES
0 KEM GLO 0 PICTURE FRAMING
O WALLPAPER
CANADA PAINT
LUXOR RICH GLOSS ENAMEL
1304 Wyandotte E. (at Hall) CL 6-3145
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Compliments from . . .
ARTHUR GILBO & SON
Automatic Phonographs Installed on a Percentage
basis to Restaurants, Soda Bars, etc.
2875 Dougall Rd. CL 3-8044
DOMINION TREE EXPERTS
John Morrissey, Prop.
SPRAYING TRIMMING SURGERY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Contracts Accepted Anywhere in Canada
974 Windermere Windsor CL 2-6362
SCOTCH WOOL SHOP
480 Pelissier St. Phone CL 3-7142
SHORTY’S GARAGE
REO TRUCKS and BUSES
FRUEHAF' TRAILERS and EQUIPMENT
849 Walker CL 4-3480
IF LINE BUSY CALL CL 4-3715
Good Enough for Everybody
Not Too Good for Anybody
Chesterfield Barber Shop
4711 John R. Street Albert E. Mack, Prop.  
MARIO’S TAVERN
Ideal for Club Parties
NO COVER NO DOOR NO MINIMUM
755 Ouellette - Windsor
Phone CL 4-3392 Free Parking
McDONALD’S Camera Shop
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
Everything Photographic
Cameras—Projectors
Rentals—Sales—Repairs
Sound Equipment—Tape Recorders
Ansco—Kodak
Bob McDonald
Lionel Tidridge—A.P.S.A.
620 Goyeau (at Wyandotte) CL 3-2167
MERCHANTS PAPER CO.
(WINDSOR) LTD.
975 Crawford
CL 3-6339
BYRON Blueprinting Service Ltd.
Complete Photo Copy Service - Blue & White Prints
Photostat Prints - Photographic Enlargements
Pick-Up and Delivery
77 Wyandotte E. CL 4-8662
C 0 N N Stamp and Shipping
Supplies Ltd.
Rubber and Steel Stamps - Marking Inks
Name Plates - Corporate Seals
Numbering Machines - Checks & Badges
Staplers & Tackers - Tape Dispensers
STENCIL - CUTTING MACHINES
for all your marking and shipping problems
384 University W. CL 3-3534
Compliments of
 
PEKAR'S DINETTE
754 Ouellette
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Capitol Egg& Poultry Co. Ltd.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
485 Pitt St. CL 4-3251
CHAS. \V. JESSOP
Plumbing—Heating—Sheet Metal Work
639 University W. Phone CL 4-3952
Shoes for the Entire Family
2 GREAT STORES
537 Ouellette Ave. 1329 Ottawa St.
   
Evralh 131mm iliimitph
Since 1890
Printers—Bookbinders—Lithographers
424 PITT STREET WEST
Windsor Ontario CL 6-3129
BALI-HI MOTOR HOTEL
Completely Air Conditioned
Banquet and Conference Rooms Available
1280 Ouellette CL 6-4575
WOOLATT FUEL & SUPPLY
CO., LTD.
BUILDER’S SUPPLIES—COAL — COKE
In Business Since 1905
2171 Ottawa St.—Windsor CL 4-2558
METROPOLE HOTEL
“FOOD IS OUR BUSINESS”
Open Daily 10 am. to 2 a.m.
For Reservations and Information——CL 3-3591
917 Walker Road Windsor, Ont.
J. Brochert and Company
Custom Upholstering and Drapery Service
J. Brochert
824 Tecumseh Rd. East
Phone CL 2-7943 Phone CL 6-3191
Coleman Oil Heaters & Appliances - Sales & Service
BERT SMITH’S
MARKET HARDWARE
General Hardware, Paints, Kitchenware
243 Pitt Street East Phone CL 3-7672
Compliments . . .
MEMBER FIRMS
of
Windsor Funeral Directors
Association
RIVERSIDE TAXI
W H 5-3311
208 RIVERDALE, Riverside
STAND 1— Wyandotte E. at Villaire
STAND 2——At Abar’s
STAND 3—Dominion Store, Riverside
J. E. MURPHY
Sheet Metal Co. Ltd.
EST. 1921.
Industrial Sheet Metal Work
595 TECUMSEH EAST
CL 3-3203
After Hours Mgr‘s Res., WHitehall 8—0432
(J. E. MURPHY JR.) -
Portraits . . .
IN OILS BY APPOINTMENT
Studies Painted from Life and Photographs
Specializing in Child Studies
SERGIO DE PAOLI
PORTRAIT PAINTER
CL 2-3050
STUDIO AT 542 BRANT
ANNE’S DRESS SHOPPE
1322 Wyandotte East Corner Hall
Complete Ladies Wear
Specializing in Juniors Wear
LIVINGSTON
WOOD MANUFACTURING LTD.
TILLSONBURG, ONT.
Branch plant Windsor, Ont. Page One Hundred Fifty-two    
    
For Better Education it's
ASSUMPTION
For Better Furniture it's
TEPPERMAN’S
Ottawa at Pierre Phone CL 6-2451
Congratulation to the Grads of “58"
from
HOUCH AND KOHLER LTD.
Compliments of
ALUMATIC OF CANADA LTD.
6161 Tecumseh Rd. E. WH 5-1105
WHITE Plumbing & Heating Co. Ltd.
Call CL 3-7512
Rear 954 University W.
T. J. ENSOR & SONS, LTD.
DESIGNERS — FABRICATORS
ERECTORS
STRUCTURAL STEEL
261 Shepherd E. CL 4—9258
MASTER CLEANERS
(two plants to serve you)
1249 Grandmarais
CL 3-6335
1081 Ottawa
ALEX. W. DUDA
REAL ESTATE—GENERAL INSURANCE
Specializing In
Residential Properties & Appraisals
CL 2-3507
Insurance Department . . .
CL 2-0213
1089 Ouellette Ave.
    
Compliments of
SCOTT NURSERIES
RE 3—2212
KINGSVILLE
BETTY ANN Beauty Salon
(Beatrice Lavender, Prop.)
We Specialize In
0 PERMANENT WAVING
O HAIR TINTING
O HAIR CUTTING & STYLING
Fully Experienced Operators
1310 Gladstone (at Ottawa) CL 2-1495
Compliments of
MUNR0 BOTTLING CO.
1276 Drouillard WH 5-2418
Compliments of
White Laundry and Dry Cleaning
of Windsor Ltd.
938 Wyandotte St. E. Phone CL 4-3213
Compliments of
THIBODEAU EXPRESS
1845 Walker Road, Windsor CL 3-6275
   X3 t . s#
ENNY’S LUNCH
2424 University W. CL 3-0083
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The Dominion House Hotel
Where Particular People Congregarte
Catering to
DINNERS —— BANQUETS —« WEDDINGS
Reservations: CL 4-6221 3140 Sandwich St. W.
Compliments of
STEVE PARIS
53 Pitt East CL 4-3082
29 Wyandotte E. CL 4-3882
4750 Wyandotte E. WH 5-0415
COPELAND’S BOOK STORE
485 Pelissier CL 2-1157
1421 Tecumseh Blvd. E. CL 2-2410
WILTON SOUND EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
920 Ottawa CL 4-1959
Compliments of
A FRIEND
Compliments of
PURITY MEAT MARKET
1482 Langlois CL 3-0013
The Young Men’s Christian Association
and
The Young Women’s
Christian Association
In Windsor
Y.M.——Y.W.C.A.
World-wide Membership
Open to all people
511 Pelissier St. CL 4-8673
GUS’S BAR-B-Q
DINNERS FOR YOUR FAMILY A SPECIALTY
“Open 24 Hours Daily”
For Take Out Orders or Delivery Service
Call CL 6-2544
2685 HOWARD
 
Compliments of
SIRE SHOP FOR MEN
2180 Wyandotte W. Windsor
TED’S DELIVERY SERVICE
WH 5-7740
1715 Drouillard
City Wide General Cartage
 
REMINGTON DRY CLEANERS
Pleasing You Means Success to Us
All Work Done on Premises
CITY WIDE SERVICE
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS, ETC.
CL 3-5743
70 SOUTH PACIFIC
REGAL PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
CANADA PAINT
LUXOR RICH GLOSS ENAMEL
1304 Wyandotte E. (at Hall) CL 6-3145
Compliments of
PEELES LIMITED
TO THE CLASS 0 E58”
Toney, Baby, General Manager
1319 McDougall
BAUM & BRODY LIMITED
FURNITURE—RUGS—LINOLEUMS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
156 Chatham St. W. CL 3-3547
Buy With Confidence On Easy Terms
Best Wishes from
B A R T L E T ’ S
BARTLET MACDONALD & GOW LTD.
Windsor’s Dependable Department Store
Ouellette Avenue Phone CL 4-2551    Page One Hundred‘Fifty—four   
 COURTNEY MOTEL
RR. No. 1, Huron Line, '(No. 3 Highway)
Hot water, inner spring mattresses
Carpeting from wall to wall
V For Information Call CL 2-3791
A. J. STEPHENS & SON
1912 Wyandotte St. CL 3-5936
  
H. W. ORMEROD
& COMPANY LIMITED
Insurance Adjustors
610 Canada Trust Bldg. Windsor, Ont.
Best Wishes to
Canada’s Future Greats
WINDSOR PRINT & LITHO
Fabricated
STEEL PRODUCTS (WINDSOR) LTD.
0 SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
0 STAMPINGS
0 MATERIALS HANDLING
1537 Mercer CL 3-4691
THE CROSBY PRINTING HOUSE
3670 Walker at Mitchell
CLearwater 6—6316
 
COMPLIMENTS
OF
C. A. HOWELL & COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN  
GRACE WILTON
Millinery
912 Ottawa at Parent
CL 4-2738 Windsor, Ont.
BURNSTYN DEPT. STORE
LADIES READY TO WEAR
Clothes for Children
1506 Wyandotte Street East
Congratulations . . .
TO ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR
Alderman O. M. Stonehouse
City Hall CL 3-3946
Howard Evans Service Stations
Randolph and Wyandotte West
Bridge Ave. & Wyandotte St. West
CL 2-8679
Compliments of
EASTSIDE MEDICAL LAB.
DR. R. G. GREENRIDGE
Detroit, Michigan
Best Wishes to Assumption
from the
CANADIAN BRIDGE
Division of
DOMINION STEEL and COAL
CORPORATION LIMITED
Walkerville Ontario
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ARPIN FUR CO.
484 Pelissier St. CL 3-5612
Success and Best Wishes . . .
TO ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR
Mr. and Mrs. W. Anderson
2347 Kildare Road
Compliments of
W. J.BONDY & SONS
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
126 Ouellette CL 4-3391
Compliments to
Assumption University of Windsor
THE CHATEAU LaSALLE TAVERN
Front Road RE 4-7382
BARRETT DANCE STUDIO
WINDSOR’S FINEST DANCE TRAINING
Call for Information CL 3-2077
Res. Tom J. Barrett—CL 4-2171
795 Erie East
CANADIAN LINEN CO. LTD.
We Rent
Coats—Barber Towels—Dresses—Aprons
Table Linen—Office Towels—Banquet Linen
and Continuous Towel Cabinets
CL 3-1139
881 ERIE E.
“It Pays to Keep Clean”
BRANCH: CL 4-3141
S H U S T S ’
Poultry Farms
Growers of that special meat type
Chicken and Turkey.
The Super-eating Chicken and Turkey of
all time.
Farm fresh 52 weeks of the year.
241 Chatham E. CL 4-8497
DOWNTOWN
CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE LTD.
GENUINE GENERAL MOTORS PARTS
Service 24 Hours
“You’ll Like Our Service”
 
731 Goyeau St., Windsor CL 3-3541
Congratulations . . .
BRAVO CEMENT CONTRACTING
FLOORING
Metalic Mastic and Coloured
2202 Woodlawn CL 4-0811
ROY AND HUEBERT LTD.
Painting Contractor
1445 Tecumseh E. CL 6-3151
BETTY FOGEL
DISTINCTIVE LADIES FASHIONS
Sizes 7 to 46 and 141/2 to 261/12
675 Ouellette Ave. Vanity Theatre Bldg.
Open All Day Wednesday
 
LAWTON INSURANCE AGENCY
Canada Bldg. CL 3-4657
Compliments
S. W. A.
CROSS SUPPLIES & PAVING
LIMITED
CL 4-1166
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Compliments of
SEGUIN BROS. LTD
PRINTING SERVICE
French and English Publications
922 Brant at Parent
Phone CL 3-4941
Compliments of
HOLMES DRUG STORES LTD.
101 Tecumseh West CL 3-9513
  
GRAY’S DRY GOODS
1407 OTTAWA
Harry Gray — Proprietor
Green’s Ideal Drug Store Ltd.
Your IDA Drug Store
Prescriptions Picked-Up
1699 Wyandotte W. at Campbell
CL 3-3162
  
Compliments of
B & D APPLIANCE PARTS LTD.
541 Erie St. E. CL 2-7287
BERECZ FURNITURE CO.
CL 3-1101
116 Wyandotte St. E. Windsor, Ont.
HIGHWAY FURNITURE LTD.
No. 3 Highway RE. No. 2, Oldcastle
CL 2-1758
Joseph Berecz — Pres.
WHAT CAN YOU DO?
A JACK OF ALL TRADES IS A MASTER OF NONE!
Today’s society demands that you master some trade or profession if you are
to become a success in life.
If you choose the field of Business for future career —
BE A MASTER, NOT A JACK
To become a master specialized business training is required.
Superior, Specialized Business Training can be obtained only a college that
is staffed and equipped to give it to you.
What the Windsor Business College has done for thousands of other, it can
and will do for YOU.
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU!
WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE
R. J. SERVICE, Principal
15 Chatham St. E.
Phone CL 3-4921
Windsor, Ont.
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Compliments of
Pat Lyman
ESSO SERVICE STATION
Phone CL 4-4722 Patricia at Wyandotte
Zenith Radio
Corp. of Canada Ltd.
1165 Tecumseh E.
Dean Construction Co. Ltd.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
St. Clair Beach SE 5-2612
Omega Mfg. & Book Binding Co.
Ring Binders, Yearbooks, Catalogues,
Ledgers, Plastic Binding, etc.,
464 Wyandotte E. CL 3-5791
BULMER BUSINESS COLLEGE
W. F. MAHONEY, B.A., PRINCIPAL
Free Employment Bureau For Graduates
Imperial Bank Building
44 University W. CL 3-8202
 
COMPLIMENTS OF
VETS DELIVERY SERVICE
General Cartage —- Moving
American License
Phone CL 3-3797
985 Tecumseh Rd., Windsor  
L. M. Hampton Moving Co.
1633 Wyandotte St. E.
CLearwater 2-1159
Compliments of
FERRON PHARMACY
559 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Sandwich East, Ont. Tel. WH 5-2042
A PLEASURE . . .
It has been a genuine pleasure dealing
with Assumption University of Windsor
IMPERIAL POULTRY CO. LTD.
Dealers in Live and Dressed Poultry
Watford, Ont. Tel. 241-242
Compliments of
BREAD LIMITED
  
BREAD — SWEET GOODS — CAKES
London — Chatham — Amherstburg
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RAYMOND RENAUD AND SON
 
Housemovers -- Contractors
547 Oak St. CL 3-5530
  
ACE CHAIR RENTAL
BRIDGE AND BANQUET TABLES
CHAIRS TO RENT
O Beverage Glasses 0 Dishes - Cutlery
O Coat Racks
Always Clean Equvipmenf
S. J. Pageau, Owner CL 2-3309
TENO'S TOGGERY
LEOi TENO
Windsor Ontario
 
Compliments of
636 Aylmer Ave.
TWIN PINES DAIRY
Phone CL 4—5109
Compliments
1182-90 Wyandotte E.
 
Whiteman Furniture Co. Ltd.
THE STORE THAT SATISFIES
LOWEST PRICES IN WINDSOR
CL 4-1506
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 It has been a wonderful experience for us to work together to bring you a review of
the activities of a happy year, in this the nineteen fifty-eight edition of the Ambassador.
Especially to our many friends who are graduating we wish a pleasantly successful future.
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